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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The Paducah, Kentucky, Public School System is composed of
twenty-two units including schools for the white and colored
children. There are two senior high schools, four junior high and
sixteen elementary schools. Records show that nearly 5,172 child-
ren are of school age and that they are taught by 174 teachers.
At the presen'. ire Paducah has one general supervisor for
the elementary grades besides two music supervisors and special
music instructors and an attendanco officer for the grades and
the junior and senior high schools. There has been continuous
supervision since the year 1924. The present supervisor has
worked in that capacity for the past two years.
The material contained in the following pages should be of
importance and interest to anyone concerned with the improvement
c)* teachinz. The data have been carefully prepared and presented
with the view that they w ,li be of valuable aid to the reader.
The present chapter serves as an index to the following
chapters and the items that follew are to be discussed in the
order of their appearance
1. inlet prompted the study,
2. Statement of the problem.
3. Scope of the study.
4. Source of the data.
5. Technique of treatment.
6. Definition of the terms.
7. Chapter summary.
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What prompted the stui:y.--This study, "A Plan of Supervis-
ion," was prompted by the fact that the writer, a prospective
supervisor, is ,concerned with the profession as an entirety and
has an earnest desire to help teachers do better the essential
things that they will do anyway. The topic was assigned as a
unit of work in Dr. Bert R. Smith's class in Supervision. It WRS
later suggested as a good topic for a thesis and one that would
prove invaluable to the writer.
Statement of the problem.--The problem involves the follow-
ing divisions:
1. To present a study of tne present plan of super-
vision in the Paducah Public Schools.
2. To present a proposed plan of supervision.
:3. To suggest means of evaluation of the surervisory
program.
Scone of the stud-7.---This study includes the Faduah School
Systen with ecial reference to eleven elementary schools for
white chi2UrEn and five elenentary schools for the colored child-
ren. ecords show that 3,564 children are enrolled in these six-
teen schools and that they are taugnt by eighty-nine teachers.
The elementary schools includes work from grade one through the
sixth.
Sources of the data.--The data for this study have been se-
cured from the orfice of the oft:" superintendent and the super-
visor in Paducah, Lentucky. The Unit Soale of Attainment Test,
Form B, was ad7lnistered to the fourth and sixth grade pupils in
the sixteen elementary schools in October, 1S35, by the teachers in






ad then sent to the office of the supervisor for inspection.
The data were copied from the class record sheets. The sane test,
Form A, was given in Lay, 1936. The scoring was done again by the
individual teachers in charge. The Kublmann-Anderson Test, Fourth
Edition, was given by the supervisor and scored by the teachers.
The mental age of each child was easily discovered. Some of the
tests were rescored under the direction of the supervisor and a
rather close correlation of scores resulted. The final scores
are not materially affected.









Definition of terns.--The following definitions are used in
this study.
1. Achievenent test is a test which 13 used ta measure
accomplishment in a specific school subject.
2. Analysis is used in the sense of taking apart or
reduction in the process of identifying specific skills.
Chronolok-ical Are is the number of years the pupil
has lived. It may be expreFse6 in either years or months.
4. The C-scale unit is deined by Van Wagenen in - his
manual for the Unit Scales of Attainment as "approximately
; 4
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one-tenth of the quartile of all pupils of the same chronological
age" It is called C-score because by its use it is possible
to see "how difficult tasks a pupil is able to attempt and get
half of them right, just as in the case of mental ages on the
Stanford and the revisions of tne Binet-Simon Individual Intelli-
gence Examinations."
5. Diagnosis refers to a critical study which reveals
the points of strength and weakness in the item under survey.
6. Educational Age is somewhat synonymous with achieve-
ment age; however, it usually applies to a pupil's standing in a
nuzber of school subjects while achievement age frequently refers
to a single subject.
7. Intelligence Quotient (I. Q.) is an expression of
relative brightness. It is found by dividing the mental age as
obtained from an intelligence test by the chronological age. Both
ages are usually reduced to months and the quotient put into
pexcentages.
8. I.fental Age (M. A.) is the mental ability of a
subject expressed in terms of the age of an average child having
that ability. Thus, if a child has a mental age of an average
10-year-old child he is said to have a mental age of 10 years.
9. The Median is a point on the scale such that 50
per cent of cases in the distribution are above it and b0 per
cent of tte cases are oelow it.
IO. Norms—The median or average performance of sub-
jects of different ages or grades, as determined by tne testing
of large numbers of cases.
11. Remedial refers to te material and devices having
-4
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for their purpose the correction and elimination of observed
difficulties and weaknesses.
12. Tabulation is the process of grouping or classify-
ing data for purposes of condensation and interpretation.
13. The Unit Scale of Attainment Test refers to a group
of subject matter tests constructed and standardized on the same
group of pupils, thus making the grade or age equivalents com-
parable for the different subject tests.
Chapter summary.--The following are the main pointa of the
chapter:
1. This subject concerns the teachers and the pupils
ofthe Paducah fublic Schools. It is also of special interest to
the administrative force.
2. ''he study involves three main divisions a,7 follows:
a. Survey of the supervisor plan in Paducah
at the present tine.
b. A proposed plan of supervision.
c. 1eans of evaluation of the supervicory
program.
b. The scope of the stuJ5 includes the entire Gystem
of the I'aducah City Schools.
4. Data were collected frcm every available Liource.
0. The terms used in this stud7 have been defined
as to give the reader an exact conception of the interpretation
to be placed on the:.
6
CBAP:.:i2 IT
PLANNOG AS THE ku.IDA17011 CY SUPERVISION—A SURTTY OF
THE PRESENT SUPERVISORY PROGRAM
It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss planning as the
foundation of supervision and to give a survey of the present
Supervisory Program of the Paducah Public School System in terms
of the acceptable elements of a plan. This survey was made by
examining the yearly reports of the past supervisors, the Annual
Reports of the Board of Education and other records in the super-
intendent's office at Paducah. The following outline will serve
as a guide to the chapter:
1. The definition of supervision.
2. The philosophy underlying supervision.
3. The reasons for planning supervision.
4. The elements of a good plan.
5. "7 he steps in constructing a supervisory plan.
6. 3ome principles of supervision.
7. Sample plans
a. Pittman's Zone Plan.
b. Oklahoma City Plan.
c. Paducah's Present Plan.
7
Planning as the Foundation of Supervision
Supervision defined.—Supervision is that administrative
phase of school work that will help the teacher do better the
essential things that sco will do anyway.
Philosophy underlying supervision.--Supervision, although
a part of the educational program for several decades, has only
recently won recognition as a specialized phase of that; program.
Now, however, it is recognized not only as a specialized field
but also tae foundation upon which all programs for the improve-
ment of teaching must be built. It is necessary for any particu-
lar prctram of supervision to vindicate itself, to present evi-
dence showin!-7, professional and fiTv:Ancial justification. A good
indication of worth while supervision is a carefully consructed
program of work for a semester or a year. Such a program lifts
the supervision froa the realm of the desultory and haphazard
to that which might be called educational engineering'.







A planned program insures that the supervisor
situation through, analyzed it, and selected for
attention the weak spo'Gs or new needs,'
A planned program insures a definite organization
of' professional activity directed toward the achievement of
certain definite objecti;es. It tends thus to misplace cere
1--
A. S. Barr and William E. Burton, The Suoervision of Instruction(New York, D. Appleton A- Co., 1926), pp. 109-110.
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routine vleitation Pri6 inspection, vague and general supervision.
9laofted prorame ei‘u> t -ne adrinIstrator, the school
board, or other lay observers a definite idea of the work being
attempted. it gival them also a basis for juding and evaluat-
ing eupervieion.
4, planned program is a source of professional
stialalation to ti I. eonceened.
6, Defiete 9rogeams conetructed by all supervisors
make for easier coordinatiou of the work of all.
6. k planned program is an excellent test of the
ability of 013 supervisory aff.
lemenls of a plan.--A good aupervisory plan will possess
the tree foiLowine! elements:
1, A set of clearly stated definite objectives.
P.. A clear-cut outline of the means, devices, and
peoeeduree tG be utilized in attaining these objectives.
:1, A clear -cot outline of the criteria, lhecke, or
tests to be applied to the results of supervision in order to
determine the saccess or failure of the program.
Steos In cOnstructing a supervisory plan.L.The important
etepa in constructin,; a supervisory plan would 330M to bel
1. 3tudy or survey the situation by any available
and euitable ,neans in order to determine the needs or the system
00 bet-Ping.





departures which may be made into definite objectives.
3. Select from this list a small number of these prob-
lems and state them definitely as the objectives for the term or
year.
4. Outline clearly for each objective the specific,
and detailed procedures which will be utilized in achieving the
ends sought. Provide for flexibility.
5. Outline clearly the criteria, tests, or checks
which can be used fairly to determine the success or failure of
the plan at the close of the period for which it was constructed.
6. Publish this plan in printed, mimeographed, or
typewritten form. Place it in the hands of the teachers, super-
visors and principals; and if necessary devote a general meeting
to explanation and discussion. (The extent to which teachers
participate in constructing the plan in the first place would
determine, to some measure, the course to be followed.)
Some principles of supervision.--In order to make super-
vision more effective the following principles are observed:
1. Supervision should exist for the improvement of
teaching.
2. It is the aim of supervision to translate the aims
of education and of the school into ter m:3 which the teacher can
understand.
3. Supervision will inspire and encourage the good
teacher to further study, to experimentation, to preparation fcr
higher positions and responsibility.
4. The function of supervision is to establish a work—
ing agreement by which the entire teaching staf-f is will1nc7 to
10
carry on its own activities.
5. The function of superv sio is t.o direct the activ-
ities of teachers to the establishment of imraciate teaehinv oh-.
jectives upon the oasis of a well define t1 supervisory program.
6. The technique cf supervision should be constr-
tive rather than destructive.
7. Supervisory instruction should be simple, direct,
usable and such that will develop the initiative of the teacher.
8. Supervisory teaching should De done for the purpose
of demonstration and experimentation.
9. Undertake bt.t few thins and do them well.
10. The supervisor must be specifically and definitely
traineil or his work.
Sample plans of supervision.--In Y. S. Pittman's, The Value
of ':chool Supervision, a sample plan taten from actual practice
may be examined briefl-:. This discussion is found in the field
of rural supervi9ie.-1, but with slight modifications the discus-
sion can be applied to city supervision as well.
Pittman sa7s;
3 
A plan nf supervision in whicn the supervisor
divides his eLtire supervisor: aistrict into territorial units,
euch of which sPrves, as the territorial limits or one week of
supervisor:7 effort, has been designed as the zone plan.
A zone plan ic7_ -iies a calendar of the major events for the
year's work. 'he calendar was made in the earl:: cars or the
scnoc1 year and carried Q_L exactl: as planned witnout the chanre
' 3
I.:. S. Pittman, The Value of Schocl Supervision (Warwick & York,1921), pp. 19-20.
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of a single major objective. Many minor objectives were intro-
duced from month to month. The major plans and dates for the
year gave stability and continuity to the work. The minor plans
and dates provided variety and freshness.
The major events of the zone calendar (plan) consisted of
(a) supervisory tours, and (b) teachers meetings. In the super-
visory tours the following items were given full consideration:
1. Improvement in the sneed and comprehension of
silent reading.
2. Elimination of spoken errors in language.
3. gricultural words, as an agency for awakening a
community interest in schools and developing a group conscious-
ness, were studied.
4. How to teach the fundamental operations in arith-
metic.
b. Eow to develop tne habits of health.
6. How to deve)op the love tor good literature.
7. How to measure effective oral reading.
8. Forming the habit of spelling the words most
often used.
In the teachers' meetings demonstration lessons and discus-
sions of important questionF, were the main features. The above
plan illustrate2 two prime essentials: (a) the nresence of defi-
nitely stated, attainable objectives; and (b) a detailed discus-
sion of the means which tnese objecti7es are to e vrrl..e('. out.
:he objectives should oe selected in terms of tne actual needs
of the school, and tne number o` tnese objectives should be such
that' the entire pro:rar is workable. litpran's plan illustrates
12
clearly the essentials of good produre. The application to
city supervision can be made easii. Plans and coordination be-
tween plans will differ witt the size of the s:-stem and the organ-
ization of supervision in vogue.
1 A samrle plan of supervision.--The plan developed by the
elementary department of the Oklahoma City schools, given below,
is "almost a perfect example" of the form in whic'a plans should
4he organized. Its content, perhaps, needs a little revision; the
means of achieving some of the objectives might be elaborated
further; and the discussion of checking the program refers only
to one or two of the objectives and omits the others. The success
of the program, however, was set forth in a report submitted by
Miss ;Johnson to her board at the end of the year. This is an
excellent illustration of good supervisory planning.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
General Supetvisor3, 21ementary Department, ver the
Second .7emester, 1925
I. Objectives
I. _-_;stablisting a Junior rirst Grade to meet the needs ofimmature children wno are not developed sufficiently toprofit by the traditional first grade work.
2. Diagnosis of individual needs.
- 6. Remedial treatmen6.
4. Improvement of instruction.
5. Preparation of materials of instruction.
b. Pro:iect worE claritied.
7. &lcouraging teachers' contributions to improving ofinstruction.
4
A. S. Barr and Rillia: ,4urton, on. ciZ., pp. 10:7,-10b.
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II. Leans of Achieving Above Objectives
1. Children entering tne first grade will be divided intothree groups according to maturity. Such grouping willbe based on two factors.
(1) The teacner:1' juogments (both kindergarten
and first grade).
(2) Score made on Binet-Simon Intelligence Test.
or tnose imrature children WhO are not satficientlydeveloped to profit by the traditional first grade worka Junior First Grade class wiLi e formed. This classwill be given developmental work and a broad foundationfor tne regular first grade training.
The school lire of these children will be more econom-ical and effective.
2. Standardized tests and informal tests will be used andinterpreted for diagnostic purposes. Special attentionwill be r:iven to individual difficulties in reading andarithmetic in ootn tne primary and intermediate grades.Teachers will be assisted in setting up an informal typeof technique for diagnosing difficulties in geocraphyand history in grades 4, 5, and 6.
3. Remedial treatment will be given for groups and forindividuals to meet the needs revealed by the test men-tioned in the above paragraph.
4. Improvement of instruction.
(1) Demonstration work for groups of teachers.




(5) Teachers' efforts directed through intelligent
interpretation of tests.
(6) Classroom visitation and conferences with
teachers.
Directed observation of expert teaching.
c.
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5. Supervisor compiles a critical summar:; of erailable
educational literature on each subject of the curric-
ulum. The aim of this work will be to create such
interest on the part of each teacher that she will
want to acquaint herself with the abundant literature
pertaining to improved methods of teachiag and ex-
perimental investigations. Supervisor will put out
mimeographed outlines to every teacher of definite,
specific ways of improving the instruction of every
subject of the curriculum.
6. Bulletins, meetings, demonstrations.
7. Dissemination of mimeographed copies of "Elementary
121xohange" will make available to all teachers, prac-
ties, devices, methods, found to be practical and
successful by any teacher in the system.
Teachers will be encouraged to contribute suggestions
for the improvement of any school problem. For ex-
ample, ideas relating to a new report card, which will
be more satisfactory to both parents and teachers thanthe present form, will be asked.




A Survey of the Present Supervisory Program in Paducah
The present supervisory program was begun in the year 1923,
and it has been continuous up to the present time. During the
thirteen year period four supervisors have served the school
system, and one supervisor acted in that capacity for ten years.
Sith the exception of about two years a primary supervisor and
an intermediate supervisor were functioning at the same time.
The minutes of the Board of Education revealed the fact that
the superintendent provided, in his budget, enough money to em-
ploy two intermediate supervisors in the year 1920-21. No record
was found as to the work of these two persons. The minutes fur-
ther revealed that an elementary supervisor was elected in Febru-
ary, 1922, to finish out the school term. Her salary
per month. No record was found as to her procedure.
The survey of the present Supervisory Program of
was .180.
the Paducah
Public School System in terns of the acceptable elements of a
plan presents the following information:
1. The objectives for the term or year were not definitely
stated. In only three instances were tLere clearly stated defin-
ite objPctives and these were found in the Annual Report of the
3oard of Edunation for the rears 1923-24 and 1924-25. These
three objectives were 'Adjustments in the Classification of
Pupils," for 1923, 1924, and 1925.
2. The general theme of 4d:ustments was he work of the
supervisors up till 193-l934. All new entrants to the school
system were tested for that purpose and forl\furtner classification
16
of pupils. In too many situations there is no definite, well-
organized plan for supervision, setting forth the objectives for
the year's work and outlining the program cy which these objec-
tives are to be attained.
3. The objectives for the year 1934-1935 were not stated
in writing but the superintendent informed the writer that the
supervisor discussed the plans of the year with him. After care-
fully examining the supervisor's yearly report for the year just
stated, the following paragraph was noted:
5
Teachers' Meetings—The teachers of each grade
met in separate groups at a specific date the first
month of school. I explained the purpose as to my
point o-f view, and asked them to consider it their
meeting and to conduct it as they wit:bed. Then they
elected a chairman, vice-chairman and a program
chairman. Their duties were as follows:
(1) Notify members of the group just before
a meeting.
(2) Plan the program or to decide on vital
problems for discussion and to call extra meetings
if necessary.
Problems were discussed. Work was planned. Ideas
and experiences were exchanged. Reports were given
on current literature, plays, books, new theories
and philosophies of education. Supplementary books
were exchanged and evaluated.
It seems from the above paragrarh that there was no definitely
stated planned work for the year. The same report stated that
in 1934 there were 2003 pupils tested in the .7rd, 4th, bth, and
6th grades and in Way, 1935, there were 1,806 pupils tested in
the same grades. It is evident that testing was the mail, objec-
tive for the year.
Annual Report of the Supervisor—September 3, 1934 to June 13,1935.
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4. At the time of this survey (June 27. 1936) the super-
viev's yearly report had not been turned in. It is not known
if definitely stated objectives will appear in the report. The
superintendent stated that the objectives were discussed with
him by the supervisor. The main objective for the year was:
Diagnostic Testing and Remedial aork in the Elementary Grades.
This is one of the objectives in the Proposed Plan of Supervis-
ion which constitutes the next chapter of this thesis. This ob-
jective was outlined the year before and the writer was permitted
to usethe material from the results of the tests. This objec-
tive was discussed with the superintendent and the supervisor
and was presented in written form before school started in Septem-
ber, 1935. further discuesi n of this objective will be contin-
ued in Chapter III.
The second element of a plan consists of a clear-cut
outline of the means, deTrices, and procedures to be utilized in
attaining the s.:: objectives. The means of achieving the above
objectives are as follows:
1. Standardized Tests
(1) Stanford Achievement Pest
(2) The National group Intelligence Test
(3) Otis Primary Group Intelligence Test
(4) Stanford Revision Of the Binet Scale
(5) Illinois Examinations, I and II
(6) The Pressey Primary Classification :est
(7) Ayres-Burgess Reading Test
(8) Pressey Senior Classification Test
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(9) The Unit Scales of Attainment Test
(10) The Eublmann-Anderson Intelligence Test
2. Informal tests given by the teacher
3. ±xamination of school recoras and health records
4. Special observation of certain pupils
b. Teacher-supervisor conferences concerning pupils
6. Classroom visitations
7. Distribution of materials
8. ClassificaLion and placement of new entrants_
9. Special help given certain pupils by the teacher
10. Discussion of problems of various types
The third element of a plan: A clear-cut outline
of the criteria, checks, or tests to be applied to tte results
of supervisien, will be discussed in the following lines.
1. The Stanford Achievement Test was used in achi-ving
the first objectives mentioned and also as a check. ?hie test
revealed teat 33.9 per cent of the whole number of pupils wera,
in school achievec,ent, below tne grade in which they were plaeed.
On14 17.6 per cat were exactly placed and 46.5 per rent were
apparently able to do the work of a higher grade.
•
2. The National Group Intelligence Test was used as a
check upon tne Stanford Achievement Test. The results ot the
two tests were commared and a very high correlation was found
to exist.
3. 'teachers were consulted and further observation of
pupils was made before the classification Of pupils was definite-
ly decided.
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O. ,o:.e result of classification 150 pupils werc
placed in special classes. The distribution of these pupils
at the close of the year was as follows:
(1) Thirty were promoted to tte next higher grade.
(2) Fifteen were returned











(5) One had died.
The following table shows the number distribution with
respect to tneir achievements in four and one-half months.
Gain or loss durin;7 Second Semester la1.137,373 PERCENTAn
Loss, 1 to 3 months 3 3.0No improvement shown 13 13.3Improvement, 1 to 3 months 20 20.4Improvement, 4 to 6 months 16 16.3Improverent, 7 to 9 months 18 18.4Improvement, 1C to 12 months 10 10.2Improvement, 13 to ZO months 18 18.4
93 100.0
5. The following paragraphs apply to the first
mentioned for tne year 1923-1924, namely, Adjustments
objective
in the
elassificai;ion cr rupils. The exact words from the Annual Re-
6port of the Board of Education for 1924-1925 are thus;
In considering the results of these tests, the stand-ing of the class as a whole was first noted and the medianof the group was then compared with the grade norms asfound in other school systems throughout the country. Inthe white schools, all classes as wholes compare favorablyin averape general ability. The median mental age devia-tion from standard showed a variation of from eight to
6
Annual Report of the Poard of Education, 1924-1925.
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eighteen months below. The intelligance quotient rangedfror: two to ten points belcw standard. 7ut on the wholethe Paducah children compare very favorably with thehigh standards sot up by other cities.
6. As another result of the classification of pupils in
1923-1924, 197 pupils were selected for double promotion. The
teachers gave special reviews and special help to these pupils
as difficulties arose. At the close of the year all of these
pupils bad cold high rank in their classes and tney were all
regularly promoted to the next grade.
7. kiuoting from the report of the supervisor for March
6, to Lay 21, 1933 the following paragraph is found:
Forty-two children were examined and re-examined forplacement dnring this pericd; results ot test were - abu-lated, copied and filed by the superviscr.
Al) doubtful children in grades 3-6 inclusive, weicexamined on the Ayres-Burgess Reading Test before finaldecisions on promotions were reached. In Grades I andII the Pressey Attainment Scales were used. All 6Apupils were ivon he Pressey Senior ClassificationTest for grouping according to abilities before theyentered the junior high school.
a. In October, 1934, there were 2,003 pupils tested in
the 3rd, 4th, bth, and 6th grades. In May, 1935 there were
1,606 pupils tested in the same grades. In comparing the
results of the two tests it was found that an increase of 12
per cent existed in comprehension and 2.6 per cent in rate.
(The Monroe Silent Reading r2e?,t was given.)
9. The measurements of results of the cbective for the
year 1935-1936, namely, Diagnostic Testing and ?emedial Work in
the Elementary Grades, rill be discussed in the next chapter
as it is part or tbe Proposed Plan of Supervision.
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After examining reports of the supervisors it WE., fPund
that the present supervisory program in Paducah did not measure
up to the standards of a Food plan. The elements of a plan
consists of (1) clearly stated definite objectives, (2) a clear-
cut outline of the means of achieving the objectives, and (3)
an outline of the checks to be -pplied in the evaluation of the
program. Planning in supervision is more important than planning
many other worth while activities because the lives of young
girls and boys are being molded into good or bad citizens.
The objectives were not stated in the supervisors' reports
yet some of them were discussed with the superintendent before
the beginning of the school year. There was not a clear-cut
outline of the means of achieving objectives but the evaluation
of the year's work was given.
The writer does not wish to under-estimate the work that
has been done in sTpervision in Paducah. In many cases, the
work, while valuable, doe.) not follow a carefully constructed




A PROPOSED PLAN OF SUPERVISION
It is the purpose of this chapter to present "A Proposed
Plan of Supervision." Supervision of instruction is teacher-
-guidance and stimulation to secure efficient pupil and teacner
development. In planning prograns cf supervision, a vision of
goals, aims, and techniques is necessary. Supervision seeks to
develop within each teacher a wortn7 philosopny of life and of
educsoion, to seek life and education in a very broad rich way.
In setting up plans one must first review lois philosophy of edu-
cation. '2here must be a clear conception of the place of super-
vision in thi2 plp.n 7)42 eciucar,ion.
be following items will ne discussed in Le order of their
apnearam..e
1. Philosophy of education.
2. Problems in supervicion.
4. Principles of suoervision.
4. A plan of supervision whief, will consist of tne
tt-pe elements:
(1) A set of clearly stated definite objectives.
• (2) A clear-cut outline of the means, devices,
anG procedures uo be utilized in attaining tnese objectives.
(3) A clear-cut outline ot tne criteria, checks,
or tests to be applied to tne results of supervision in oroer to
determine tne success or failure o tne program.
Philosobra of education.--l'he rriter's philosophy of eou-
cation is expressed in the following statetent. "Education is
2:3
lire and not a preparation for life." Education is a continuous
growth in which environment is an important factor. The true
aim of education is knowled;Te for the sake of doing and not for
ti.e sake of knowing. The child should be given a chance for crea-
tive self expression. It is the creative spirit from within that
should be encouraRed, rather than conformity to a pattern imposed
from without. Instruction should result in the creation of rich
and many-sided personalities.
Problems of supervision.--The main problems of supervision
seem to be:
1. Planning the entire su-Jervisory work.
2. lei.n, organzin7 and interpreting the curricult:::..
3. ImprovinFT actual classroom instruction.
4. Iwproving of teachers in service.
5. Evaluating the supervisory program.
A plan of supervibion.--From a total list of needs, problems,
defects and new ,:enartures the following objectives are selected
as patterns for detailed discussion:
1. Diagnostic testing and remedial work in the elemen-
tRry grades.
.2. Surve; the techniques of instruction.
3. Diagnose the teaching abilities and dificulties.
- A program for the improvement of silent reading in,
a six-year elementary school.
Other objecti.ves to receive attention during the program of
several years will be:
1. To determine what to teach, and what may well be
r3l1ni.ra%ed.
grades.
2. To improve oral and written :nglish ;1 all the
3. To stimulate professional growth.
4. heveloprnent of a guidance program.
5. To promote good citizenship.
6. To promote proper habits of study.
7. To promote recreational reading.
8. To promote clear articulation.
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Vieans of achieving the above objectives.--The second ele-
ment of a plan consists of a clear-cut o.,:tline of the means, de-
vices, and procedures to be utilized in attaining the objectives.
The following means are to be used:
1. Standardized 'Pests
a. The guhlmann-,Inderson Intelligence Test.
b. The Unit Scales of Attainment Test.
c. Any other reliable test that is needed.
2. Informal test will be used and all test will be in-
terpreted for diagnostic purposes.
3. Special attention will be given to individual diffi-
culties:
4. Use will be made of graphs, class record sheets, and
individual profile char; in making comparisons with different
tess.
5. Demonstration lessons will be given by the supervisor
and expert teachers.
6. Cbservation of the regular classroom instruction will
be made.
7. Conferences with teachers in a group and individual
conferonces will be held.
8. Remedial treatment will be given for groups and for
-individuals to meet the needs revealed by the tests.
9. Mimeographed outlines Of definite ways of improving
different subjects in the curriculum will be sent to each teacher.
10. Bulletins will be distributed, special meetings will
be called and inter-visitations will be encouraged.
Checks to be applied in evaluating progrees.--In evaluating
the supervisory work the following checks will be used:
1. Intelligence test will be given at the beginn.Lng of
the school year to discover the abilities of tne pupils.
9 3tandarCh.zed tes in all tne school subjects will be
qiven.
3. Graphs and charts will be made in order to make corn-
parisons.
4. Changes in pupils will be expected as shown by
a. tests.
b. attitudes.
5. Changes in teachers will be expected by
a. attitude toward better work.
b. improved techniaue.
6. Competent individuals are expected to make favorable
comment.
This plan will ne privted or typewritten and placed in the
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hands of the teachers and principals. The plan will be careful-
ly explained and followed during the year.
Objective One: Diagnostic Testing and Remedial dork in the
Elementary Grades
This objective is riven special attention because it was
part of the supervisory prograrr. in which the writer participated.
during the year 1935-1936.
Educational diagnosis implies the use of procedures designed
to locate specific learning and instructional difficulties, and
if possible to determine thsir cause. For the medical expert
diagnosis means the careful and extensive observation of the
patient under controlled condition2. The well-prepared modern
teacher has at hand a refined statictical technique, exact and
analytical diagnostic tests, aiagnostic charts, devices for
measuring visual acuity and :)taer qualities which may account
for a pupil's lack of progress.
This objective is stated and illustrated; the techniques
and remedial treatment ars discussed in full, and an evaluation
is given.
as was stated in Chapter II of this tnesis, this ob.iective
"Liagnn:itic Testing and emedial I;ork in the 741ementary Grades"
was part o-e the supervisory pro;:ram for the year 1935-1936. It
is used in tris chapter to illustrate the procedure o diacnos-
tic testing and remedial work in the elementary grades. The oh-
active was selected and approved by the supervisor and the su-
-erintendent.






the year 1935-1936 as funds were inadequate for the program. It
was decided to uee the fourth and sixth grader' as typical grades.
There were 285 pupils tested in the fcurth grade and 225 pupils
tested in the sixth grades, exclusive of the colored schools,
in October, 1935.
Before the testing was undertaken the supervisor called a
meeting of the teachers of the two grades mentioned. The tests
were examined by the teachers and the general directions were
given by the supervisor. The tests previously decided upon were
The Kuhlmann-A.nderson Intelligence Test and The Unit Scales of
.ettainment Test. The supervisor adrinisterea the Euhlmann-
,Inderson Test and the teachers gave the Unit Scales of attain-
ment 2est. 2he tests were scored by the teachers and the re-
sults were tabulated. Each pupil had a profile chart and each
class had a class record sheet. These charts and sheets were
explained %o ;he pupils who soemea very anxious to study them
carefully. Each child wae encouraged to excel his own record.
They were tole enW; another test would be given in May. The
teachers were also enthusiestic and were eager for the pupils
to overcome eheir weaknesses and to maintain the high rank
which acme of them has achieved.
The tests were given in sixteen elementare cchocle bet only
eleven were gcnoola for white children. he tents for the
colored 11e-)010 will De dieeessed lender a eeparate topic. The
Class eeoord Sheet On tee followinp pace will show the eedians
of all the school subjects, as revealed hy the test, and the
medians or the obronologi,a1 age, mental ape. the educa-
tional age for all uhe fourth graoes in eleven schools. The
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small numbers on the Class ecord .;heet indicates the norms for
the given grades. The medians for the test in October are shown
by the black lines; the red lines indicate the medians for the
test in May. The broken red line shows the median mental age.
If one notices the Class liecord Sheet for the fourth grade
it will be seen that the medians fall within the fourth grade
level in October. There is one exception, the class excells in
punctuation. The test in Lay shows that the medians for the
entire class is slightly above fourth grade rank and punctuation
is again -nigh. he lowest medians are those in reading, arith-
metic, and spelling. It is well to know that the teachers and
pupils seem to be maintaining a good standard.
The Class -,ecord Sheet on pa7e 30 gives a picture of an
individual class in the fourth grade. The class ranks low in
reading, arithmetic, and spelling. The readin7 and arithrratic
(problems) medians fall within the third grade level. The median
for, spelling is just ablve the level or that grQde. The test in
4,:ay shois improvement in every subject except punctuation and
the class ranked hign in it in October. The class is still be-
low thl standard for the fourth grade except in capitalization
and usage (English). One needs not be discouraged at the pic-
ture when one notices that-the median mental age for the croup
Is 9 years and 6 months.
The Individual Profile Chart on page 31 shows the record
of one fourth grade pupil. Me medians for readin.c7,
and spelling are not up to the stanuar,j. The radians for geo-
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pupil rLnks hip-h in capitalization and punctuation. The medians
for capitalization and punctuation have been high on all the pre-
vious charts. It seems that reading, arithretie, and spelling
need some special attention. The very high scores on capitaliza-
tion and punctuation seem to reveal tee fact that there has been
much stress on form rather tnan usage.
It is an important factor to ascertain the nriderlyin causes
of success or failure and to discover the specific process which
caused the learning or failure. Cut of the knowledge gained
through the use of diagnostic procedures should come the basis
for preventive work of all types. It is quite noticeaole that
the major emphasis in the field of dentistry and menicine is not
on correction but on prevention. 2he e7isten?.c of weakness im-
plies a tailure at some point in the program. The discovery of
it should not he marked as important merely because it is then
possible to correct it. The real importance in the discovery
should lie rather in the prevention of its reappearance else-
where under similar conditions.
The Class Record =Meet for the sixth grade on parre 35
shows that in October the redians for the entire city are he-
low the norms in geography, literature, spelling, and arith-
retie (fundamental operationc). The pupils ran17 low in capital-
ization and usage. The median nental age for the sixth grade
is 11 years and 11 nonths. It is gratifgirg to note tnat in Lay
the medians in each subject are above tre ]ecel ''or sixth grade.
In capitalization and punctuation the pupils rank very high, as
was the case with the fourth grade pupils.
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The Olass Record Sheet for an individual class in the sixth
grade reveals about the same infomration as the city taken as a
whole. The medians for arithmetic, literature, spelling, and
usage are within the fifth grade level in October. On the second
test the pupils made a good rating in all of these subjects ex-
cept arithmetic (fundamental operations)and the razing in that
subject was fair. They scored very high in punctuation and cap-
italization on both the tests.
The Individual Profile Chart for a sixth grade ooy shows
that readinF7, literature, arithmetic (problems), spelling, and
punctuation are the subjects in which the lowest scores are made.
The medians for histcry and science are below the standard, as
shown by the test in Lay. In fact, the medians or over half
Of the subjects are below the standard at that time. The mental
age of the chi16 is 10 years and 8 months.
In the fourth grade t'ne subjects needing the most attention
seem to be reading, arithLetic, spelling, and usage. The individ-
ual class in the fourth grade appears to be weak in the mejority
of the subjects. There see:: .-; to be need for individual instruc-
tion.
The sixth grade appear to be pp to tne standard when one
sees the Class Record Sheet for the entire city but the record
for an individual class shows that the pupils need special atten-
tion in arith;:etic. l'here seers to be much stress on the forms
of Knglish and not enough on its use7e.
The teacher and tne student should clinch in their minds
that the nnderlying purpose of all testing is the accurate
determination of class and individual pupil difficulties to
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lAmedial 'Jerk in the Elementary Grades
The Class Record Sheet for the entire city in the fourth
grade snows that the sedians in the different subjects are just
above the level for that grade at the end of the school term.
However, tne pupils score a little low in reading, aritnmetic,
and spelling. Low scores were made in these subjects on the
first test. Remedial work snould be given to the pupi2s in
these special subjects.
As a suggestion of the tgpes of activities that Wfiern
recommends tor the development of reading objectives in the dif-
ferent grades, the following directions from the fourth grade
list are included here: 
1
1. Permanent interest in reading
(1) Interest children in good literature by having
the teacner or child read a chapter of some
goccl pooh and then give the members of tne
class an opportunity to finisn the cook inde-
pendently.
(2) Introduce children to various types of reading.
(3) Arouse interest in the reading o poetry by
reading aloud to the class the beet literary
selections. Follow this by discuscions.
(4) Give detinite suggessticns and help in regard
to reaaing material.
(5) Encourase much silent reading at home for
pleasure.
(6) Encocrese cnildren to draw books from the
puclic library for project reading.
(7) riSCUSF in c very simmle way current events.
1
Julia Harris, i. L. Donovan and Thomas Alexander, Supervision 
and Teachinr cf :?eseins (New York, :ohnson Publishing Co., 1927),
pp. 266-300.
2. Economical and effective stud:,- uabits
(1) Reading for study
a. find central idea in paragraphs and short
selections in which points are fairly evi-
dent.
b. Discover problems for study and investiga-
tion.
c. Find a series of closely related points.
d. Determine the relative importance of state-
ments.
e. Find answers to thought-provoking questions.
f. Select facts that relate to problem under
discus..7.ion--in relatively easy assigned
passares.
g. Draw valid conclusions from material read--
in relative simple selections.
(2) Reading for recreation and enjoyrent
a. Find the author's aim or purpose.
b. Associate material read with previous ex-
perience. Pupils are encouraged to relate
their experience.
0. .iemember and reproduce--short selections con-
taining narrative and descriptive material.
d. Dramatize informally snort stories.
e. Have children compare characters in stories
with those in life.
f. Lead children to find descriptions.
g. Have children se2ect appropriate titles for
a stor:; or for various parts of a story.
3. Economical and effective use of books
(1) In addition to points suggested in the third
grada, give instruction in the use of chapter
headings and glossary. Develop skill in find-
ing titles in tale of contents. each these
points only in Lne simplest form.
.3
(2) Continue training in the care n boo nd finding
pages quickly.
(3) Give instruction in the use of several books to se-
cure information on a given problem.
(4) Give training in the economical and effective use of
the dictionary.
(E) Arrange with librarian for class to visit public
library wnere librarian will explain use of card
index, etc.
4. Thorough mastery of the mechanics of reading
(1) Silent reading
a. Have at least half of the reading silent reading.
b. Devote at least two fifths of the time for read-
ing during the week to reeding for study (i.e.,
intensive type, basic material) and three fifthsto readin for pleasure (i.e., extensive type,
supplementary reading).
c. Encourage either oral or silent reading Lerel:v
for pleasure
d. Mow children to read interestin, easy stories
for a short period.
e. Give speed drills in reading for thought. 7sie
supplementar7 readers from lower grades.
f. Give informal or standardized tests for compre-
hension and rate to locate individual difficul-
ties. Give the class standards to be attained
and allow pupils to her.p their own scores or keep
chart for ti- e class, so that pupils u_a:7 know tneirprogress.
Oral reading
a. ii.otivation should be a lare factor in oral
reading.
b. Provide audience situations.
c. provide an opportunity for socialized recitations.
d. Drill on word analysis for content and pronuncia-tion.
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e. Develop habit of consulting dictionary for pro-
nunciation and meaning of unfamiliar words from
context.
f. Give drills for correct use of unfamiliar words
found in the context.
g. Write word groups and sentences on the black-
board, one shown at a time. After short e=pos-
pre have children reproduce.
In the intermediate grades, reading should not be thought
of as a separate subject. ;2very project of the school requires
it more or less. :eading should de correlated with every activ-
ity of the classroom. Improving the reading ability of children
is one of the surest ways of improving tlIcir work in other sub-
jects. For furtner discussions on the teaching of reading, the
last reference cited will be invaluable to the reader.
The medians for arithmetic were slightly above the norm for
the entire city in tre fourth grade but when the individual class
and the individal pupil records are anal7zed the arithmetic
scores are low. In both instances the medians do not coLe up to
the norms for that grade. The remedial suggestions for arith-
metic will be given under the class remedial work, which will be
discussed in tris same chapter. 2he fourth grade pupils make
low scores in spelling. :eliedial suggestions for teaching this
subject will ne given under tne remedial work for the class and
the individual pupil.
The pupils in the fourth grade, for the entire city, scored
to the sixth grace in capitalization and punctuation. ft seers
that too much time tus nen spent in drills. Drills are to be
employed only after tne neea pas been r..cognized by the children.
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The modern teacher expends proportionately more time ano ingen-
uity upon the creation and genuine language situations, upon the
stimulation of language motives, upon class reaction, discussion
and criticism, in the belief that children will tnus be brougnt
to realize the heavy imbeaimant that languaRe incerrectness may
be to language effectiveness, and thus will want to improve.
The four following imperatives are geed guides in tne teaching
of language:
1. Create language situations in the classroom.
2. Engage in the appropriate language activities.
3. study the principles and techniques.
4. Practice for improvement.
The Individual School Chart shows that at the end of the
school term the only two medians above the level of the fourth
grade work are in capitalization and usage. Reading is still
far below the norms. In addition to the remedial work suggested
for the fourth grade, the following points should be helpful in
developing technique;
Characteristics of a good reading assignment
(1) Make clear to the child the problem to be solved.
(2) Give the assignment in terms of the nature and
training of the individual.
(3) Give the assignment in terms of the particular
physical or mental activity involved.
(4) Pro7-ide the child rith a motive for stu6yini7 the
problem assigned.
(5) Tell him definitely where to find the material
•
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noeded in solving the problem.
(6) Show him where to obtain illustrative material
and encourage him to bring it to class.
(7) Show him bow to use reference material effectively.
(8) Teach him to discriminate in collecting data.
(9) Use many books in solving probJems.
(10) Follow up assignments by careful supervision dur-
ing study periods.
(11) Encourage the pupils' initiative always.
(12) Train the child not to grope aimlessly but to go
in search of soLething.
The individual school and tee individual child, as shown
by the charts on pages 36 and 37 respectively rank very low
in arithmetic. Remedial work in arithmetic may be considered
from both the preventive and the corrective points of view. On
the one hand tee school must see to it that faults in the won:
of tee pupils are not due to inadequacy of instructional mater-
ials, lack of insight in teaching procedures, or failure to use
the efficient tecnniques of work. On the other band, the neces-
sary corrsctive work must De andertaen to remedy the faults re-
vea3ed r.,y a diagnostic study.
the essential teaching tools for instruction in the process-
es of arithmetic are: 2
1. Survey tests to provide a picture of tre status of tte
class from time to tine, preferably given at regular
intervals Curin the year. Crephs and charts provide
an excellent basis for motivation.
Leo J. Brueckner and 1z:2-nest O. Melby, Diagnosti7: and Remecial
.yeachini, (liew !ioughton Lifflin Co., 191), p. :21b.
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2. Diagnostic tests for locating the steps in processes in
which pupils may be deficient.
r2
Diagnostic devises for determining the causes of the
deficiencies.
4. Carefully constructed remedial exercises and instruc-
tional units, to be used to overcome the weaknesses re-
vealed by the diagnosis.
5. Tests for measuring the effectiveness of the remedial
work.
6. Exercises and drills for cumulative practice, to insure
retention of the acquired skills.
7. Carefully graded exercises in which there is a step by
step development of the processes new to the grade, and
through which the pupil acquires correct concerts and
ideas.
8. Ample problem material in which the need of such process
is illustrated when it is presented, and in which the
pupil is given practice in solving probJen.s that are
based on situations such as arise in life in whicr the
process is used.
Remedial instruction in arithmetic consists of the following
additional informaticn:
1. Provide drill materials of various kinds.
2. Use comprehensive workboo),. exercises.
3. Trovide problem-solving exercisee-
4. Present new processes one at a time.
5. Use simple procedure.
6. Jrovide for continuous reviews.
7. Sive individual helm.
8. Adapt the material to tne child's ability.
9, Group the children accordirs to their abilities.
10. 3es that te child understands what is to be done.
The Individual Profile Chart for the pupil in the fourth
grade shows that the runil is below the nprn in reading and
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arithmetic. Reaedial suegesGions have already been mac or an
entire class. Individual dirficulties must be located and in-
dividual training provided. The individual instructioll in read-
ing for this particular pupil consists of the followinp::
1. Give special attention to the accuracy of interpretation.
2. 3elect easy interesting material for the child to read.
3. 'Reproduce stories as practice in sentence structure.
4. Have the child read aloud once in a while.
5. Encourage the pupil to look at the entire word oefore
attempting to pronounce it.
6. Keep a daily record of progress made.
7. Call attention to the content.
8. Ask and discuss questions with the child.
9. Provide rich and varied experiences .for the child.
10. Retest frequently to denote changes in readin5r.
Individual instruetien for the improvement of arithmetic will
consist of the following:
1. Acquaint pupil with arithr.etical terms at the outset.
2. Give drill upon the common abbreviations used in arith-
metic.
3. Avoid needless verbal difficulties.
4. 3elect problems fron various sources.
5. Give snecial drill in reading of problems. The skill
required to read a problem should be developed, not in the
arithmetic clas.:, but in the silent reading lesson.
6. Produce in the schoolroom the conditions of the problem.
7. Insist upon accuracy.
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8. Use concrete explanations.
9. Give frequent drills on tne fundamental processes.
Spelling, as shown by t're class and pupil chart, is below
tne norm:. It is important that eacn child be taught how to learn
to spell. Dr. •]riiest :iorn, writing on principles of method in
spelling in tne Aignteenth Yearbook for 1-",he Vational Society for
tne Study of Education,3 says the evidence as to the most econom-
ical method ot teaching is not complete." However, in his opin-
ion tnere are five factors ot major importance in which the evi-
dence is clear. These five factors he presents as rules:
1. '2est all words before teaching.
2. Let eacn child worl: only on the words difficult for him
and provide him wit/a a definite method of learning them.
3. Provide for rigorous reviews.
4. Show tne pupil his progress daily, wee1:17, monthly, and
yearly..
b. Keep up his interest.
The following rules are suggested oy Dr. torn and are designed
to embody the conclusions of various experiments in economy of
learning, and are in such form as may be used to great advantage
by both the teacher and the pupil.
Eow To Lsiarn To Spell A Word
1. Pronounce the word correctly.
2. Close your eyes and try to recall how the word looks.
3. Open your eyes to make sure that you were able to recall
the correct spelling.
32rnest Horn, Princirlen of Yethod in  SnellinP, Eighteenth Year-
!r.tional 3ociet: '*or Stud:- of 7,ancL:.;.on.
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4. Look at the word again, enunciating the syllables dis-
tinctly.
5. :iecall again, with closed eyes, how the word looked.
b. Check again with the correct form.
7. Nrite the word without loohing at the book. Check.
8. Repeat this two or three tiues without looking at your
book or at the previous attempts.
9. If the word is missed, copy it in the spelling notebook.
In brief the above principles and rules may be: test-teach-test.
The children as a whole, in the sixth grade, snowed remark-
able improvement in every subject for the test Riven in Eay.
Geography, literature, arithmetic and spelling were below the
norms when the tests were given in October. ?he remedial work for
the sixth grade will refer to the progress made by the individ-
ual class and the individual pupil. The class rarfts below the
norr only in arithrretic (fundamental operations). The individual
pupil's lowest score is in arithmetic and that falls within the
third grade level. The remedial work suggested for this child
consists of the following its:
1. Emphasize the skills involved in computation in the fund-
amental operations and appl:/ them to definite problem.
2. Fresent the various operations lo:ically and clearly.
3. ',;ive class exercises involvin7 the fundamentals. This
is for speed and accuracy.
4. Lead the pupil to attack new problems.
5. Give special individual work in presenting new problems.
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6. Diagnose and then give remeaial work again.
7. Lead the pupil to participate in class activities.
The program which coincides most closely with the experience
of successful teachers and with a sod psychology of learning
calls for the following steps in approximately tne order indi-
cated: (l) teach, (2) review, test for weaknesses whenever
they appear, and (4) follow with remedial arill witn units on
the specific weaknesses revealed by the tests. It may be worth
while to note that material so constructed as to be effective
for reaedial purposes is also sound to use for initial instruc-
tion. In fact, in most respects the chief distinction between
Food subject-matter content for initial teachira7 purpcses and
remedial drill lies in when they are to be used. The mos'*, ef-
fective remedial drill tor the pupil who does not have an ade-
ouate siaht-meanin vocabular:: for silent reading purposes is
drill on tne vocabulary Ise should have learned in the first
place. 4
Drill material of established validity must de provided
for each specific skill whicn conc:itions acniever:ent in the
subject, if remedial work is to be effective. Drill material
deeignod for remedial and cerrective use strikes directl:' at
the neart of the trouble and wastes no time on skills which
need no practice.
A teacher should aver be proud o' the arount of reredial
work he muct do. However, he may he proud o.f his ability to
4-Isarry Green and A.bert N. Jorrensen, The Use and Interrretation 




direct it well when r3ed for it arises. Obviously preventive
work is better teaching than remedial work.
Diagnostic '2esting and Remedial i7ork in the
.o;lementary Negro Schools
The testing program for the colored schools was a part of
the testing for the entire city. The same general directions
were observed and the teachers gave the test and scored the
papers. _very thing that has been said concerning the white
schools applies to the negro schools. They receive the same
supervision and they do about the same things. There are five
elenentary schools. he following pages are concerned with 95
pupils in the fourth and sixth grades of these schools. be
Profile Charts and l'he Class Eecord Sheets, in some ways,- show
similar results.
The chart for ti city as a whole, for the foIrth grade,
shows that the pupils are not even up to standard at the close
of the year. The lowest scores are made in reading and arith-
metic. he reading is in tne second grade level and so is the
arittnetic. The city as R whole scores much lower than the .fotrth
grade pupils for the white schools. Spelling is the only subject
that is near the standard and it falls short. The median mental
age for the fourth grade is only 8 years and 11 months. It may
be that the pupils are rorkin to tne fullest caracity.
The median of the individual class rates acne better ttan
the median of tCe entire city. At the time of the test in Lay
the class scores above the fourth grade in aeoctraphy, history,
fvndeffental operations, spelling, and 11sb. iieading, literature
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and arithmetic (problems) fall short of the standard. There was
improverent in every subject over the first test given. This
class shows that the median for capitalizaticn is within the
seventh grade level. Nith the exception of a few cases capital-
ization and punctuation for the entire cit7, including bcth white
and colored schools, ranks exceptiona1l7 high.
The record for the individual pupil in the fourth graoe re-
veals the fact that reading and arithmetic are the lowest in the
group. Heading ranl:s lower than it has in any of the previcus
•
charts. There seems to be an error somewhere, for the child's
mental age is 8 years and 7 months and is educational age 9 years
and 6 months. It is true that the medians are not expected to
be very high, yet it seems that in reading the median sho:eld be
above the first grade level. Trictc--d and spelling are the only
two subjects that are up to the standard.
The sixth grade rating for the entire city is low except in
science and &nglish. The city as a whole, the individual school
and the individual pupil are alarmingly high in glisn. They
excell the white children. It would not be so surprising if
they ranl- ed ti 'h in capitalization and nunctuation but they ex-
cell in usae also. eeading seems to be the subject making the
lowest score ON all three of tne charts. ealine has been
stressed in the E-aducah schools fcr the rest twelve years and
still tnere seers to Ile a great weakness sorerhere. Arithmetic
ie low except or the individual pupil and no rans ni:z-h in
prcblems but falls ver.. short in funclamental operations.
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science. The English is exceedingly too hign to compare with
the other subjects. It is evident w1-1 many oi the scores are
low for the children do not know how to read and naturally they
can't eet the tneught from the printed page. b reredial work
for the white schools is applicable to the negro schools and
there seems to be no reason why it should be stated again.
Wechanical and tnought phases of arithmetic need separate
emphasis in teaching. Practical use, general information, and
straipnt thinking are the determining purposes of akithmetic
teaching. immediate pupil use is the surest of motives for
study. Skillfully used school motives are the marks o' expert
teaching.
Speed, accuracy, and information tests in arithmetic are
of great variety and are useful to all who teach arithe:etic.
Variety is secured by using checks, proofs, short cuts, peculiar
nurrer arrangements, games ano ilasn-cards. Modern teaching
reduces tne amount of ureducative conying and thereby sharpens
intensity of praotioe.
Sunervision mist snbmit to evaluation and present evidence
provin7 its wortr. '2he success of tne above objective is deter-
mined by the following information:
1. Standardized tests were given to oC5 schocl children.
a. Kuhlaan-Anderson intelligence Test.
b. The unit scales of Attainment l'est.
2. The mental as of each child were aeterrined by tte
intelligence test. it was found that, in nearly ever: 7 case, the
children were working to the best o tneir abilities.
58
3. Each child was shown his individual record in the a-
chievement test. This was an incentive to him. He tried to
beat his own record and in every case there was improverent
shown b; the second test. This, however, does not mean that
every child improved in all eleven subjects. It some cases the
scores on the second test were lower than the scores on the
first test. This was true in only a few subjects and with only
a few pupils.
4. A better attitude prevailed a;T:ong the pupils toward their
work.
b. The teachers were enthusiastic and cooperative in the
undertaking. There was an increase in the calls for assistance.
6. The materials tor further testing have Gtlieady been
ordered.
7. The objective was stated at the beginning of the year
and completed.




VAIE OF SUBJECT LEDIAN IN OCTOBER MEDIAN 17 nY INCREASE
Reading 61.7 65.07 3.37
GeoRraphy 58.96 71.94 12.98
Literature 63.96 69.14 5.18
Science 61.73 67.77 6.04
History 63.79 68.57 4.78
Problems 59.4 67.34 8.94
Funde2,ental
Operations 59.46 66.5 7.04
Spelling 60.1 65.2 5.1
Capitalization 59.4 69.04 9.64
Punctuation 62.35 67.3 4.95
Usa7e 61.76 66.26 A.50
SIXTH GRADE (WHITE)
Reading 77.47 78.61 1.14
Geography 73.83 82.36 8.53
Literature 72. 79.37 7.37
Science 76.24 78.23 1.99
History 78.32 82.42 4.10
Problems 81.fl 87.25 5.47
Fundamsntal
cperctions :)9.9 78.64 8.74
Spelling 74.b7 83.13 8.56
Capitalization 70.5,i 79.6 8.91
Punctuation 71. 77.9 6.'2
Use 67.5 75.5 3.
I
FOURTH UADE (COLORED)
RAErE OF SUBJECT MEDIAN IN OCTBER MEDIAN IN MAY INCREASE
Reading 51.5 56.35 4.85
Geography 50.3o 52.5 2.15
Literature 54.3 51.75 m1nus-2.55
Science 51.37 56.7 5.33
History 47.5 57.9 10.4
roblems 40.63 51.83 11.
Fundamental
Operations 40.87 50.6 9.73
Spelling 55.92 62.5 6.58
Capitalization 55.83 58.83 3.
Punctuation 59.7 60.09 .39
Usage 56.87 60.87
SIXTH GRADE (COLORD)
Reading 67.22 71.21 4.09
Geography 65.78 75.5 9.72
Literature 58.12 71.4 13.28
3cience 68.55 75. 6.45
History 66.9 75. 8.1
Problems 67.75 73. 5.26
Fundrental
Operations 61.5 69. 7.5
Spelling 69.56 78. 8.44
Capitalization 70.25 84.6 14.35
Hinctuation 65.1 78. 12.9
lighCO 64.35 74. 9.65
AIR
60
Nit 61Objective Two: Survey the Techniques of Instruction
This objective is given in outline form since it is only
a suggestion and has not been carried out. Objective One was
discussed in detail because it was part of the supervisory pro-
gram. Plans must be flexible, as supervision is more than rou-
tine outlining.
I. Means of Achieving the Above Objective
1. survey the techniques of instruction by observation
of different teacher's work and note the following
items:
(1) Observe the regular class recitation.
12) Note the number of pupils in the instructional
group.
(3) Indicate tne major objectives or aims of
lesson.
(4) List tne books and materials used.
15) List 1,ne chief activities of the class.
(6) Lote definItely the technique of procedure.
2. in preparing for this objective the teachers will
receive a written notice of the objective to be car-
ried ost. A teachers' meeting will be called to give
full explanation of the otjective and the reason tor
initiating it. Discussions and suggestions are ex-
°acted to follow.
3. Teachers assist in the survey by:
t1) Fillinz out cards with definite information
listed under 1.
(2) Actual classroom teaching.
(3) Discussion or' different techniques.
(4) Supeetions and criticisms.
.601,
62-
4. he specific probler will consist ot the following:
(1) A careful anal7sis of the survey will give the
supervisor a working basis.
12) The information found will be discussed in a
group meeting.
(5) The value of each type of instruction will be dis-
cussed by tne supervisor and different teachers.
(4) The most desirable techniques will be applied.
Every known valuable device will be encouraged
for use to improve actual classroom work.
5. The objectives to be achieved by this survey will be:
(1) This experiment will cause the teacher to stim-
ulate interest by the use of:
a. simple materials within the child's ability
to grasp.
b. encourage the timid child to ask questions.
c. scoring pupils on silent reading abilxty.
d. permit pupils to assist in conducting class
activities.
e. verieo supplenantar7 materials, motives for
interesting work, dramatization and encour-
aging independent thinking.
(2) Secure a thoughtful attitude.
(3) Enrich tne pupil's vocabulary and experience.
(4) Help the pupil to concentrate.
II. gvaluation of this objective will be shown in:
1. Teacher interest.
2. Pupil interest.
3. iiesirable attitudes, skills, habits and appreciation
tower° classwork.
4. improve° techniques c): instruction.





A survey of this kind will show quite accuratel: certain
tendencies in lesson assignments which in turn indicate the
teachers' conception of major aims and important activities used
to realize these aims. Yhis survey should snow to some extent
the effectiveness of supervision in improving the techniques of
instruction. Dr. Brim
1
in a survey of rural schools in liew York
State round that 86.4 per cent of tne assignments were on the
textbooks; 1.3 per cent were of tne problem-solving tyne; 3
per cent of the enpreciative type; 4.2 per cent were of the
creative type, and 3.7 per cent directed tne pupils to gatner
intormstion. In commenting upon these assignments Dr. Brim
states:
Tne type of assignment given corresponds to the
recitation heard. In 86.4 per cent of the cases the
next lesson consisted of a certain amount of material
to be learned or morized. sometimes the teacner
puts tne new work on the noard, sometimes the pupils
were to repeat tne same lesson. .1:hey learn the les-
son and recite it to the teacher. The problem as a
lesson is seldom found. Gonstructive work is limited
cc map work and composition. The purpose to develop
apprecintion appears, with rare exception, only in
reading.
1
New York State Department !,clletin, The Elementary School Cur-
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e Teaching Abilities and
es
nt practices in supervision is the
ities and difficulties. .1.o improve
curate information as to the abilities
lyzing difficulties, it will be found
are somewhat common to rany teachers.
arable to the work of the Ph7sician who
neral symptoms and then studies his individ-
rove health.
niques to be used in analyzing teachers diffi-
ties are:
(1) Anticipate teaching difficulties.
12) Help teachers to recognize the difficulties of
which they are vaguely conscious.
(3) Collcct the difficulties recognized by indi-
vidual t':achers.
(4) Evaluate the difficulties collected.
(5) Analyze a given tyne-difficulty into sllsoific
difficulties involTed.
(6) Collect solfitions for the difficulties.
2. Techniques for analyzing teachers' abilities are:
(1) Use the same line of nrocedure as indicated in 1.
3. ztecomrend suggestions for over-coming the difficulties.
4. Use present abilities for building a better program of
instruction.
II. Evaluation (anticipated)
I. Better understanding of one's problems such as:
(1) Making good assignments.
(2) The art of questioning.
(3) Handlin?: make-up work.
(4) Problem children.
t5) Motivation
2. Spirit of cooperation prevailed.
3. methusiasm and interest increased.
4. upi1 achievement as shown by:
(1) Standardized tests.
(2) Informal tests.
5. _Detter attitude of pupils ano teachers toward work.
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In a stud:7 made oy Dr. korrisoni among 1b4 superintendents,
principals, and supervisors he found 1682 problems listed by
the teachers or assistance in supervision. ta tabul'Aed these
as follows:
b18
1. 1- eque:-3s concerninfz desirable techniques . • .
2. Requests tor advice concerning individual
needs and diffic,71ties of pupils  271
3. Requests for provision of materials of
instruction, supplies, and equipment  136
4. Request for help in the seection of ma-
terials of instruction, supplies, and
equipment  83
b. Request for diagnosis of teachinz difficulties 68
1- Ca7ce 17orrison, :bird Yearbook, Departrent of Supervisorsand iArectors or instruction of tte vational zducation Associ-ation. 1920. chapter 11.
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Cbjective pour: A Program for the Improvement of Silent
eeading in a Six-Year Elementary School
The solution of most classroom problems in modern schocls
requires the skillful use of books as sources of information.
When considered from this point of view, reading is something
more than merely the rapid comprehension of printed symools and
the memory and organization of the materials read. It is also
the ability to use books and libraries as efficient sources of
information. This tendency to treat reading as a most important
tool of learning has resulted in establishing . a very close re-
lation between reaaina and practically every other school activ-
ity. Reading is essential in every content subject.
Statement of the problem.--ow can the silent reading in
a six-year elementary school be improved throughout the entire
buildinc7?
I. Techniques:
Survey the reading conditions by means of tests.
1. Preparation
(1) h:eetine of principa-i with tee teachers in the
ouildiee.
a. Statement of purpose in makiee the survey.
n. eiscussion of a few of the general reading
probleas.
c. edscuseion of questions raised by the teachers.
a. Suggeetions for teachers' reaoire relative
to the problem of imerovine reaoine.










(2) Listing by each teacher of the points on which she
wishes help.
(3) Optional reading from selected lists.
(4) Scoring of papers.
4. ihe Specific Problem
(1) Application of the test results to eacn teacher's
problems.
(2) Application of rerredial n.easures under supervision.
a. Graphic presentation of test results to each
teacher.
b. interpretation of results.
c. Individual teachtLr conferences. (Comparisons
of test results, both readincz and intelligence
witn taacer's judgment.)
d. zlnalysis of he causes of failure.
e. Selec-t; cases for farther observation by the
Zeacner and supervisor.
f. Elan for remedial work.
g. Subsequent group meetings.
b. Classroom application of reredial measures.
6. :lercrvey of entire building with alternate for 04. tre
sere test.
(1) Lake com-,erisons.
(2) Yormulate plans to be followed the next term.
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II. Nvaluation
1. Improved conditions in reading.
2. Greater interest on tne part of the teacher.
6. Interest and enthusiasm on tne part of the pupils.
4. better community and better citizens.
•
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CFAPT. .'R IV 4--
EVALUATION OF SUPERVISION
It is the purpose of this charter to present a plan by
which one may evaluate supervision. It is necessary that pro-
grams of supervision justify themselves. Justification of super-
vision should rest upon precise objective evidence. The demand
that supervision submit to evaluation and present evidence prov-
ing its worth comes from two sources. First, there are the con-
stant and often vigorous criticisms of, and arguments against,
supervision emanating from the teaching body. Secondly, super-
intendents and school boards, acting upon acceptea principles
of cood business administration, ask directly that supervision
present evidence showing that adequate returns are being rade
for tne money expensed.
The following are a of the items discussed in this
charter:
1. The need for evaluation.
2. The subjective elements.
3. The objective elements.
4. Self-rating scale for teachers.
5. Self-rating scale for supervisors.
6. Chapter summary.
The need for evaluation.--Supervision must be evaluated for
several reasons. In the first place every educational activity
requires fresuant anc s:stematic ,!teckis that it may function







of plans and purposes are evaluated. As many phases of super-
-ision are intangible in character, this activity needs con-
stant checking. Supervision is in its infancy, progressing
rapidly into avenues of great usefulness.
The evaluation of supervision necessitates definite plans
and techniques. These techniques may be classified under two
headings, the subjective and objective elements of evaluation.
The subjective elements.--An important phase of the sub-
jective element is an analysis of the teachers themselves who
are supervised. The interest and attitude of every group to-
ward its work have much to do with the degree of success attained.
The spirit of the pupils and the teachers can he telt and record-
ed though it cannot be measured objectively. Supervision
responsible for this spirit. If it is generally good, one is
justified in the assertion that supervision is success -fel in
arousing human interests and professional enthusiasm. If the
attitudes pre indifferent or even antagonistic toward teaching,
with many teacners it can be traced back to supervision as the
cause. Attitudes of the riet kind can only be secured by
supervisors who themselves have riotht attitudes and possess
the &hint:7 to secure enthusiaem with the teachere.
The ability of the teachers to analyze their own problems
is another im7)ortant element in the evaluation ot eupervision.
The teachers can be directed to analyze their problems by reans
of objective and subjective tests given to the pupils, and by
means of obserwation of tne pupils fror all standpoints, and by
a self-rating scale. The remedial measures to be taken are a
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core difficult task than diagnosing the problems. helpful super-
vision can generally be secured when the difficulties are set up
in advance of supervisory visits and conferences. The ability
of the teachers to make advanced analyses of their problems is
an indication of efficient supervision.
Development of teaching power is another phase of the eval-
uation of supervision which can be checked carefnlly. This
teaching power may be in planning their wort intelligently or
it may be in classroom procedures. In planning of teaching
aetivities, the resourcefulness, originality, and indiiduality
of the Leachers should be studied. Effective supervision pro-
tects and develops the personality of the teachers. In evaluat-
ing supervision it is necessary to analyze this qualit7 in the
teacher over a period of supervision.
The pupils and their changes and developaant under super-
vision should also be analyzed. While supervision works through
the tean.bers, its influence upon pupils can nevertheless be
analyzed subjectively. he attitudes and enthusiasms of the
teachers are ret-leated in the pupils. .ire the pupils genuinely
interescd in their school activities? Do the: voluntaiily
bring their outsioe interests into tne classroom? Do teey de-
velop in originality and resouroefulness? Are their personal-
ities developed in a wholesome manner? DO the school activities
affect their outside lives favorably? Efficient surervision may
well set, up the goals and should be evaluated frob: this aspect.
The eevelopment of the supervisors is another iEportant
element in the evaluation of supervision. Efficient supervision
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will develop all supervisors along the lines of wholesome per-
sonalities, originalit:i, and resourcefulness. This reouires
constant stud :7 of personalities, Of progressive movements and
open-minded self-analysis.
The objective elements.--There are many tangible bases
for evaluating supervision though several of them cannot be
measured accurately. she type of organization and its effec-
tiveness is a fairly definite means of checking a supervisory
program. The evaluation of the type of organization is not as
important as an analysis of the definiteness of prrpose, the
functional assignment of duties and the flexibility of opera-
tion of the type in use. A school system with a definite our-
pose in its organization of supervision may well be credited
for this situation without regard to the tyre of organization
tn vogue, as there is no certainty as to the best plan.
Varioss supervisors pD-Ivs ma:- be checked definitely though
many of them cannot be measured accarately. One supervisory
device is that of class room visitation. She entire plan of
v18itini7 can easily be ctac-Ikc,i as to definiteness of purpose.
The need of the T.eadhers must be the basis of mach of the visi-
tation. Have the sspervisos7. plans provided for definite
purposes in classroom visitations? This is another means of
checking toe plans in supervision. The knowledge of t're special
noe,:s of all teachers is ss educstional unit is a good inaex to




sur=arizes the tabulations necessary in
teacher assistance as folio:
l. To anticipate the teaching difficulties.
2. To help individual teachers recognize the diffi-
culties.
3. To collect the difficulties which the teachers are
able to define and to organize the difficulties so
as to provide a program for systematic supervision.
4. To evaluate the difficulties and to analyze them.
b. To collect solutions for the difficulties from
available sources and to organize the solutions for
the teachers' convenient use.
The testing programs in use in every supervisory unit can
be checked definitely. These testing plans should include large
educational units for a deflnite period of tine and emeraency
testing as the neede arise in a particular classroom. These
plans may be evaluated as to ease of operation in tabulating
and analyzing the results. Has supervision a definite plan for
tabulating the resui, it RS little burden as possible on
the teachers? Does surervielon provide for intelligent inter-
pretation of the testing results? Does it suggest effective
remedial meascres when the diagnosis has been made? The effic-
ient testing programs can be evaluated froa these standpoints.
The plans for curriculum revision and for orienting all
teachers with new courses ma.: well be evaluated. An effective
iDouglas Waples, Teachers'  Difficulties as a Basis for Supervis-
ion, Second Yearbook, bepartment of Supervisorsand DirecIors of
TEitruction. Chap. VII.
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time budget so necessary in tan - busy positions should be checked
in evaluatiag sup,arvision.
The degree of democracy and co-operative good will secured
among the teachers cannot be measured objectively, yet provi—
sions for setting up democratic conditions can be studied fairly
satisfactorily. These provisions include advisory councils where
the teachers and administrators meet upon cnmmon ground to die-
cues both administrative and educational problems. Do the super-
visory plans provide for human contacts which will tend to se-
cure a hit degree of good will and co-operation?
3ipervis1on may also be evaluated from the standpoint of the
academic attainment of the pupils. The "before and after" com-
parison o.? Pupils is one of the most valuable comparisons to make
in analyzing the teaching efien47*
Pubilcity programs which are planned to give definite in-
formation to the public. and to secure their reactions an4 
operation may well be analyz.ld in the evaluation of supervision.
Plans for the professiogal development of teachers and super-
-vi3ora should alao ba P.nalyzed.
GiJt gives a sumrary o the ts.pes of information which
-statila te known by Supervisors and scnool administrators:
1. A knowledge of the teachers' attitude,.
2. Definite information as to tne training, erperience,
strong and weak points regarding ever' teacher.
3. Informa7,ion as to wny certain •;eacners hec.,.. diffi-
culties and tne means taken to aseist thPr.
2Arthur S. Gist, The Administration of Stmerwision, New York,
Chao. Scribner's sons, 1934).
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4. Infornation as to the teaching eduipment and the sup-
plies on hand and toe best materials on the martet.
b. Accurate records of the pupils' academic achievements
and capacitie3.
6. Accurate records as to the problen: children in the
schools.
7. infornation as to the best means of evaluating the
effectiveness of supervision.
The bases on which an evaluation of supervision should be
considered, according to Knudsen,
3 
are the following:




(3) The judgment of competent individuals.
2. The charges in teacning procedures produced as a result
of supervision as determined by means of analysis blanks
check-lists, stenographic reports, rating scales, or
group-control reports.
3. The fudgments of tte supervised regarding the effects
of sucervision.
4. Observed changes ia the teaching or learning situation
and In the community.
Enudsen also cives the following "Checs-List tor sse in
Determining the Activities of a 6upervisor in t-valuatirr- and
3
Charles 4. Enulsen, Lvalustion  and improvement of Teaching
(New York. Doubleday. Doran & Co., 19's),_p. 447.
Improving Teaching": 4
I. Observing teachers at work for purpose of:
1. Rating.
2. etting a record of questions and other exercises.
6. Determining tne extent of distribution of questions.
4. Getting staterents ot teacners' objectives.
b. Obtaining record of pupil responses.
6. Determining testing procedures.
1. Ieasuring pupil aohievement by means of tests.
II. interpreting data collecte0 by:
1. Obtaining reliability of ratings.
2. Compering ratings.
13. evaluating learning exercises.
4. .:valuating test exercises.
5. P;valuating:' diagnostic exercises.
6. Determining causes of poor group control.
7. Comparing teachers stated objectives with tte ob-
jectives in:erred fret exercises.
8. Determine the causes of poor response from pupils.
9. svaleating content of teachers' testa.
10. evaluating teachers administration of tests.
11. ii,valuation of teachers interpretation of tests.
12. Compering test scores Of different clas,:es.
III. helping teachers to improve work by:




1. Suggesting ways to overcorre difficulties.
2. Offerinc constructive criticisms.
3. Aid in formulating objectives.
4. Aid in diagnosing difficulties of pupils.
0. Interpreting test results.
6. Aiding to plan instruction.
7. Helping to plan remedial instruction.
6. Assisting in formulating its of work.
9. Reference to helpful printed material.
10. Demonstration teaching.
fhis list is so long tnat only a part of it is given. ,
dr •
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The principal purpose oP a retina scale is to stimulate the
teacher to an intelligent self-criticism of her work. She should
apply the scale several times to her work and then compare later
with the supervisor's rating. dating devices are not for the use
of the supervisor alone. One of the aims of aood supervision,
is the stimulation of self-study, self-analysis, self-evaluation,
and self-improvement on the part of the teachers. dating scales
should therefore be of assistance to teachers if made available
to them. The following is a self-rating scale for teachers:





Date of Retina 
Instructional Skills
To vibe'', extent have I been successful:
f. In M.2tifla Assignments?
.1. Havel made olear to the child the
:Low :Ave.:High
problem to be solved? 
- 2; Have 1 givfln the assienment in terms •. .





:Low :Ave.:High 3. Have I given the assignment in terms
of the particular physical and mental
activity involved? 
4. Have I provided the child with a motive
for studying the problem assigned? . . . .
5. have I told definitely where to find
the material needed in solving the
problem? 
6. Have I shown the child where to obtain
illustrative material and encouraged
hin to bring it to class? 
7. Have I shown the child how to use ref-
erence material effectA.vely9 
8. Have I taught tne child to use many
books in solving problems?  • •
9. Have I taught the chi3d to discrimA-
nate in collecting- data? 
10. Do I follow up assignments b7 careful
supervision during study periods?  
11. Do I encourage the pupils' initiative
always9 
12. Do I train tne child not to grope aim-
lessly but to go in search of sorething9 
II. Do I Make Preparations For The Lessons?
1. Is the aim apparent in the development
of the -Aecsor? 
2. Is the air clear to the pupils?
3. Is the air worthwhile? 
4. Is adequate illustrative and supplementary
material provided? 
TTI. Is There hvidence of a Lesson Plan?











. .d. developmental?  t • •. .
e. directed study?  t • •
f• question and answer (formal)? 
g. test book? 
b. socialized diseussion? 
i. lecture or talk?
j. reports?
2. Is my introduction
a. based on pupils' previous knowledge? • : • •. O :
:b. sufficiently stimulating to give . ..purpose to the learning activity? . . • •:  .
: .3. Do I know the art of questioning?
. .. .a. Do I keep the method of the learner . . .in mind?  . • •• • •. : • •.
b. Do I maintain clear significant
unitiesY
c. is my languaee clear and can it
be understood? 
d. Do my questions require clear and rapid
thinking?  , .
e• Do I give rapid drill questions? • • •
t. Do I keep a slow paee when
asking ;nought questions?
g. Do I anticipate answera? 
b. Do I evaluate m7 questions', 
i. Do I usually give the question first
to the class and name toe pupil later?













.• ... •.• •
;• •.• •.• •
. . .
.• •:• •.• •
.. . ..
.. • •:• •.. • •
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.. • •:• •.• •





k. Do I avoid repetition of pupils'
answers? 
•
1. Do I avoid repetition of questions? 
m. fla I polite at all times? 
n. Do I avoid concert answers to questions :
except on very rare occasions? 
4. Do I keep the method of the learner in mind'? 
a. Does the child see tne problem as
a whole')
o. Does he analyze the problem into parts? 
c. 1Joes the .child pick out the dominant
elements and then rebuild them? 
d. Do I drill and drill until the habit
is formed') 
5. Do I have good technique?
a. Do I properly subordinate drill
to exposition? 
b. Do I provide for individual
differences in pupils'?
c. Are my assignments clear and definite-/ 
d. Do I develop initiative on the
part of ay pupils? 
C, 9oes a larze percentage of the pupils
take part in the recitation? 
f. 1() I use suggestions of pupils
to advantage'? 
g. Do I keep class discussions within the
pupils compre7'rion-
h. Do . analyze the results of standara
teF. so a7i to use the in improving
,the work ()f individual pupils''





j. Do I use large nnits of work? 
k. Do tte pupils make good voluntary
contributions', 
1. Do the pupils participate
wholeheartedly? 
m. Do the lessons snow the use of material :
in tne solution of present or future
problems? 
e. Lave I selected good devices'?
a. ,re 7.̂-, devices interesting? . .
b. Are my devices cballenrin? 
c. Are my devices varied?  
d. Do I mate use of economical,
timed drill devices
e. Do i endeavor to discover the pupils'
difficulties by keening a record at
the errors of individuals and studying
these, and by the use of oiamostic
tests:
fe Do I use Sufficiently varied devices
to rpeal to all my pupils? 
g. Do I keep devices properly subordinated :
to the problem in hand? 
IV. Do T Rvalnate My NorkY
1. nave the pupils made standard progress
fer their grade as shown by tne Unit
c:=.1es of Attainment rest • this can mean
any eta:award test that nas been used.
2. Have the pupils developed initiative
as shown by
a. Class discussions.?
b. Direction of their awn work?
3. 1.ave the pupils improved in self-reliance
as shown by willingness to undertake new
and difficult tasks?
Have the pupils improved in voluntary
conformity to school regulations?  
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:Low :Ave.:High
5. Have the pupils developed respect for the
personal and property rights of others?
6. Have the pupils improved in good
sportsmanship? 
7. Have I caused an improvement in the
pupils' health by
a. administering corrective exercises?
b. overcoming malnutrition? 
c. causing the correction of defects
as shown by physical examination? 
8. as the learning situation of the school
been improved?
v. Has the holding power of the school
decome greater? . 
If rating scales are valuable in improving the efficiency
of teaching, Lore necessary are scales for analyzing supervision.
The following is a self-rating scale for supervisors:
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Name





Date of Rating 
Technique and Principles
To what extent have I been successful: :Low :Ave.:Eigh
I. In Producin a Unity of Purpose for the Entir3
Staff?
1. Are all ny teachers apparently co-operating
in their work?
2. Have I tried to set Up a goal toward which
each teacher may be attracted? 
3. Have I aided my teacbe:s to work together
thus breaking down barriers of restraint? 
4. Are my teachers a Thappy family" rather
than several groups who happen to be en-
gaged in the same work?
5. Do I keep in mind the "visinn" rather than
the "super" when thinking of my work? 
II. In That I Have Been Able to Carry Through A
General Supervisory 1'2.0,7111T While Carrying on
the tiiI of Daily *or?
1. Do I have a broad general plan of pro-
cmiure?
2. Is my work definitely planned and scheduled
as oppo3ed to a cap?,ezar visiting, con-
-.1.41rences, etc.
Gist, administration of Supervision, p. 338.
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:LOW :AVE.:High 
3. Do I keep in mind that supervision has for:
its primary aim the improvement of instruc-
tion and as a result, center the thinking :
of the group on one subject for a definite:
period of time?
4. Do I attempt to measure the results of this
special effort in arv objective way', 
b. Do I have regularly scheouled teachers'
meetings?
III. In Making Professional 7isits Convey the
leeling of Professional Interest in That
Particular Room?
1. Are my visits of the analytical, ultra-
professional type, or are they definite-
ly professional but also significantly
personal?
2. Do children annarently welcome my visits? 
3. Do teachers work easily and naturally
(apparently) when I am visiting their
rooms?
4. Do I alwL;s renanter promises to
teachers and pupils?
o. Do I know the name3 of most of the
pupils in the rooms that I visit regularly? 
•
IV. In That I Have Sought Cut and ::.ave Made
'aco,,lition of :°.fficient norkY 
1. Have I aid3d teachers in settinc: up ex-
perimental situations
2. Have 1 aided them in securing publica-
tion of te purposes, method, and
resu]ts, as their work not mine? 
3. Have I aided in placing teachers on
state and county comnittees and prograus
because c) their efficiency? 
4. Do I mention esJecially fine work of my
teachers wnen sneaking of them to na-
trons of i,he school?
b. Do 1 ma;:e teachers believe in supervision? 
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:Low :Ave.:Hieh
V. In Making the Aims of Supervision Apparent
to My Teachers--
1. Have I told teachers my plans for the year? .
2. Have I made teachers see the child as the :
unit of supervision?
3. Is the general problem of the year set UD
as the big goal for all teachers? • • •
S. • .
4. Is each of my teachers getting a good
course in "the supervision of instruction'? 
5. Do I make teachers believe in supervision' 
VI. In Aiding the Teachers in the Direct Applica-tion of the Principles of ,I;ood Classroom •
Work?
•
1. Have I arraneed for demonstration les- •
sons to be taueht and witnessed by staff
members?
2. Have I aided the teachers in recognizing
and planning for individual differences' 
3. Have I aided the teacher in clarifying
and definin7 rer assignments' 
4. Have my suggestions led to a greater
socialization of classroom procedure?
5. Have I aided tne teacher in seeing clear-
ly the ains of inetruation? • • •  
6. c'Ave I made the teacher feel that every
piece of school machinery must give an
educational account of itself' 
VII. In Directly Improving the Resulte of
Instruction?
1. Have I helped to provide a motive for
study?
C. Have I helped tee teceher creanize
materials?
3. '-:.ave I imrroved the workine conditions
of the rooms?





5. Have I developed inter-sctool comoetition9 
6. Have I aided tne teacher in developing
her lesson plans?
7. Have I aided tte teacher in developing
different types of lessons?
VIII. In Promoting Professional Interest?
1. Do I call attention to usable current
literature?
2. Do I encourage affiliation with pro-
fessional organizations? # 
3. Do I aid teachers in getting good pay
for good service?
.3 • •
4. Do I encourage summer school attendance'? 
5. Do I arrange for my teachers to visit
other teachers at work?
IX. In the Promotion of Good School Lanagement?
1. Do I arouse interest and pride in his
school on the part of the pupils?
2. Do I aid teachers in routinizing class-
Itoom mechanics
•
3. Do I aid in mating discipline creative? • i • •
4. Do I show that clear air. is the big
determinant in management as well as in •
technique?
5. Do I stimulate interest in the measuring
field that a teacher may question the valid--;
ity and reliability of her measuring devices? 
6. Do I aid teacners in tne mechanics of handling
the heating, lighting, and ventilating appur-
tenances of the room?
. . ;
7. Do I give teschers the benefit of m7 visits :
to uther rooms without implying deficiency on





Chapter summary.--7he evaluation of supervision is an important
element in all supervisor: plans.
2. The purposes, aims, plans, and results of supervision
must be analyzed periodically.
3. ?here are subjective and objective means for evaluating
supervision.
4. The teachers should enter into the spirit of self-
analysis of their own personalities and practices in teaching.
5. The supervisors should enter into the spirit of self-
analysis of their own personalities and practices in super-
vision.
6. Supervisors should not hesitate to secure the opinion
of the teachers they supervise.
7, Continued self-analysis is a good policy for the
teachs.rs and the supervisors.
kr-
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This ttesis concerns a plan of supervision as a pattern for
the i=aducan Public) Schools. Ihere are twenty-two units includ-
ing schools for the wnite and colored children in Paducah. There
has been continuous supervision, over these units, since 1924.
sour supervisors bave served tne city within tnat time and one
supervisor acted in that capacity for ten years.
The study involves three main divisions which are (1) a
survey of the supervisory plan in Paducah at the present time,
(2) a proposed plan of supervision and, (3) means of evaluation
of tne supervisory program.
This study includes the Paducah School System with special
reference to eleven elementary schools for tne white chiLf.ren
and fire elementar:: schools for the colored children.
Data nave been collected from the office of the city super-
intendent and the supervisor in Paducah, the Unit Scales of
Attainment Test, tne Kublmann-Anderson Intelligence Test and
from professional books and current literature besides confer-
ences witn the superintendent, supexvisor and teacners of
Paducah.
Chapter II discusses planning as 'tne foundation of good
superrisior and gives a survey of te Paducah School System in
terms ct rie acceptable elements of a plan. A Rood aUperVieOry
plan 11083633as tne three following eleteents:
1. A set of clearly stated definite Objectives.
2, 6 Clear-cut outline of tne raans, devices, and pro-
ceduron to De utilized in attaining these ob,lectives.
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3. A clear-cut outline of tne criteria, cnechs, or testa
to oe applied to tne results of supervision in order to deter-
mine the success or f-ailure of the progran.
The surve:7 of tne present Supervisory Program of the
Paducah School System reveals the following information:
1. The objectives are not clearly stated except in about
three instances and these are found in tne Annual Report of
the Board of Education for the years 1923-1924 and 1924-192b.
2. The general theme of adjustments was the work of the
supervisors up till 1923-1924.
3. The objective for the year 1934-193u is not stated in
writteI2 form but tne superintendent informed the writer that
tne supervisor discussed the plans of the year with bin.
4. at th tire of tris survey (June 27, 1936) the super-
vlsor's yearl;: report had not been turned in for tnat year.
.2he means of achieving the objectives nave not been out-
lined witn special reference to the elements of a plan but
they have been definitely stated in the reports. The means of
achieving the ubjectives are as follows:
1. Standardized tesT„s.
2. infOrmel tests.
3. Conferences, visitations, and distribution of materials.
4. Special observation of certain pupils and classification
and placerent of new entrants.






3. conferences with teactere.
It is evident that tne present supervisory program of
Paducah possesses, to some extent, the elements of a good plan.
Some ot tne reports show tnat tne objective was stated and car-
ried out and tten evaluated. Other reports inoicate a more or
less hapnazard acneme.
Chapter III presents a proposed plan of supervision as a




(1) objectives which are definitely stated, (2)
of the means of achieving the objectives, and




objective "Diagnostic Testin and Remedial Work in the .J;lemen-
tary (fl.ades" is treated in full since it was part of tne 7uper-
visory program for the year 19b-1936 in wnich tne writer par-
ticipated. The huh:Imam-Anderson Intelligence Test and the
Unit cales ot attainmept Taste were given in carrying out
this objective. The results ot tnese tests reveal tne fact
that the pupils in tne fourth and sixtn grades (the two grades
tested) need special attention witn reference to reading, arith-
metic, spelling and Fmglish. Remedial work is suggested for
these four subjects.
Chapter IV evaluates sunervision. Subjective and objeo-
tive means are given. The bases on which an evaluation of
supefvision should be considered are the following:





(3) The judgment of competent individuals.
2. The changes in teaching procedures as a result of su-
pervision as determined by means of analysis blanks, check-
lists, stenographic reports, rating scales, or group-control
reports.
3. The judgments of the supervised regarding the effects
of supervision.
4. Observed changes in the teaching or learning Situation
and in the community.
A self-rating scale for teachers and a self-rating scale
for supervisors are presented. Self-analysis is a good policy
for the teacher and for the supervisor.
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Directions: Read sample paragraph -.A cartfully
America was discovered for Spain by an
Italian sailor, Columbus. in 1492. Shortly after
this another Italian sailor, John Cabot. sailing
from England, reached the coast of Labrador.
Still later the country was explored by the
French sailor, Cartier, and the Spanish explor-
ers, Cortez and Ponce de Leon. America could
be reached only by a long and dangerous
voyage across the Atlantic ocean in small
wooden sailing vessels.
A A
The paragraph is mainly about
1. Columbus 2. Labrador
3. crossing the Atlantic
4. discovers and exploration of America .
5. Spain 1.. 4
By whom was America discovered
for Spain?
1. John Cabot 2. Cartier 3. Columbus
4. Cortez 5. Ponce de Leon
The early explorers came to
America in
1. steamboats 2. sail-boats 3. airplanes
4. canoes 5. rowboats 3.. 
4. The early explorers of America
were
1. foolish 2. weak 3. cowardly
4. brave 5. fearful 4. 
Beginning with paragraph I below, read each paragraph carefully, then draw a
line under the one word or phrase that is true for each question or statement at the
right of the paragraph and put its number in the space at the right as in the samples





Until the Virgin Islands were bought by the
United States in 1917 they had been owned for
250 years by Denmark. These fifty islands, the
three main “nes of which are St. John, St.
Thomas and St. Croix, are a part of the West
Indies and east of Porto Rico. The area of
these three, the smallest of which is St. John,
arid the second in size St. Thomas, which has
the finest harbor in the West Indies, is 132
.1qoare miles. Nearly three-fourths of the in-
habitants are black, while only seven out of
each one hundred, includi.-ig the small French
colony on St. Thomas, are white. WI-en the
Virgin Islands were bought from Denmark,
Danish money was in use although the Eng-
lish language was spoken. At that time only
men who had a certain income could vote. but
in 1927 the inhabitants were made full citizens
of the United States by an act of Congress.
2
A little Irdian girl, Sacajawea, had been
captured and carried away from the mountain
home of the Shoshones by the Niinitaris of the
Dakota plains. One day a French Canadian
trapper, Charboneatt, bought her from her
captors, led her away to his home among the
Mandan Indians and later married her. A few
years later there came to the Mandan village
on the Missouri river two white men. Captain
I.ewis and I ieutenant Clark. looking for some-
one to show them the way up the Missouri
1. The United States obtained the
Virgin Islands by
1. capturing them 2. settling them
3. buying them 4. annexing them
5. by trading
°. How many years did the Virgin
Islands belong to Denmark?
1. 10 2.250 3. 50 4. 132 5.1917 e. ...... •..
3. The Virgin Islands were obtained
from
1. Denmark 2. France 3. Porto Rico
4. England 5. St. John 3. .......
How many square miles are there
in the main islands of the Virgin
Islands?
1. 3 2. 7 3. 250 4. 132 5. 1917 4....
2
5- Paragraph 2 is mainly about
1. Lewis and Clark 2. Charboneau
3. the Shoshones 4. the Rocky Mountains
5. an Indian woman
5,
6. Sacajawea's dance when the party
came upon the Shoshones was one  ....
of
1. fear 2. anger 3. hate 4. joy
5 sorrow 6........
Continue rnt next paw,
-
--
river and through the Rocky Mountains at the
Fource of the river. As Sacajawea came from
:he Shining Mountains, she would show them
the way. With her husband, she set out with
'he white men's party. One day they were
chased by a grizzly bear which a bullet
irought down just in time to save their lives
knother day their canoe was tipped over by
:he wind. At last, when they came upn
;hoshones, Sacajawea burst into a dance,
waving her arms and uttering cries. She had
sound her own people,.
3
!Whenever there was a hurt or a pain among
:he five little O'Toole's, whether it N-k as
lichael or Dan or Sadie or Julia or Terry,
Lfy always went to Granny. It was Granny,
,00, who put them to sleep each night with a
beautiful fairy story. When Bridget, their
mother, scolded about Granny's hens scratch-
ing up her garden or eating, her tomatoes.
Granny, with the slyest of winks, would say,
Tut you like the dress which the egg money
bought." For breakfast Granny prepared
mtish and milk for the O'Tooles and the liens
alike. When Terry, the oldest and Granny's
favorite, was eight, a school was opened in the
tillage but the children who went bad to pay.
Dennis, Terry's father, told him, "Spade as
rrard as I can, it's little enough we get to eat,
':et alone the learning." One day as Te:Ty uas
mming home from the village with some rails
or a new chicken-coop he met the teacher.
When she asked him why he did not come to
school he burst into tears. When she asked
him, "Don't you keep hens at your home?"
Terry said, "Granny does." "Well, 'bring me
an egg a day and you may come to school."
'Ferry went home, sure of Granny's help; and
every day carried an egg to school, and learned
'art more than its wortla.
4
The telephone is made of many different
!things. The wires are made of gold, silver and
: platinum melted together. The receiver case
• :s made of rubber. The part into which you
speak, called the transmitter, contains
mica, nickel, coal and a paper made from
Men. Iron, copper, tin and zinc are used on
the inside of the receiver, the part you hold
!cb your ear. Shellac is used in making the
'mut piece.
-, The trip across the Rocky Moun-
tains was
1. sad 2. dangerous 3. dreary
4 easy 5. rapid
3 The one who showed the way
across the Rocky Mountains was
1. Captain Lewis 2. Charboneau
3 Sacajawea 4. Lieutenant Clark
5. a Canadian trapper
3
9- Terry cried when he met the
teacher because he
1. couldn't go to school 2. had to work
3. had been naughty
4. was afraid of strangers
5. did not want to go to school
10. What kind of a boy was Terry
1. lazy 2. mischievous 3. bad







What did Granny do with her egg
money
1. saved it all 2. spent it for herself
3. bought things for others
4. gave it away 5. spent it foolishl:.• 11.
For breakfast the chickens had
1. corn 2. wheat 3. worms
4. mush and milk 5. eggs
13. When Granny's hens ate Bridget's
tomatoes it made her








Parag-rnph I is mainly abou-t
1. metals 2. telephone wires
3. making the telephone
4. parts of the telephone
5. what telephones are made of 14.
'Which of these is u,ed in in.iki .g
the transmitter?
1. coal 2. silver 3. rubber 4. zinc
5. shellac 15.
Which of these is used in making
the recei„ver?
1. role 2. nickel 3. 14,1 4 S. mica 14
Copper is used in tnal,:ng d t-
1. wires 2. transmitter 3. receiver case
4. receiver S. mouth-piece 17.
Nearly e% cry niect lives through four
stages in its life. The first stage 66 the egg.
The second is the larva stage. In this stage
.;otne insects are grubs, some are maggots anct
,,,me are caterpillars. The larva eats leaves.
g-rains and vegetables, causing great loss to
farmers. During the third or pupa stage the
insect is usually resting or sleeping and often
is inside a cocoon. The pupa is sometimes
called a chrysalis. The last is the adult stage,
when the insect is full grown, has wings and
lays eggs. Grasshoppers, bees, ants and mos-
quitoes are adult insects.
6
At the time Ansgar arrived in Sweden in the
ninth century iron was in universal use in the
country and had been so since the fifth century
before Christ. It was during this period, the
Iron Age, that the inhabitants of Sweden first
became acquainted with brass, silver, lead and
glass, as well as iron. As works of iron could
not, like those of bronze, be produced only by
casting, the smith's craft came to have far
greater significance during this age. Prior to
the Iron Age there was another period, the
P.ronze Age, when the use of iron was alto-
gether unkziown. Weapons and tools were
then made of bronze-a mixture of copper and
tin. Gold was the only other metal known dur-
ing this period, which continued from about
the 15th century B. C. to the fifth century B. C.
Previous to the Bronze Age the people of
Sweden were in complete ignorance of the use
of any metals. They were compelled to make
their weapons and implements of such mate-
rials as stone, horn, bone, and wood. This
period is recognized as the Stone Age.
7
When Bamboo was brought to live in the
700. five years ago, he was just a baby. One
of the principal difficulties in keeping a gorilla
alive in captivity is homesickness and loneli-
ness. To keep him company Lizzie was shipped
with him from Africa. They became great
playmates and are great playfellows today, al-
, bough Bamboo is growing rapidly toward the
,tage in a gorilla's life where he turns brutally
vage. A couple of times a young ape has been
Placed in the cage with them. Bamboo treated
the newcomer like a long-lost brother-some-
to wrestle about with. Lizzie. however, is
changed into a biting. tearing, punching little




The cocoon is found when an
insect is a
I. maggot 2. pupa 3. larva 4. grub
5. adult
19. Most damage by insects is done
when they
tare larvae 2. have wings
3. are adults 4. are cocoons
5. are pupae
20. Eggs are laid by
1. maggots 2. grubs 3. pupae
4. cocoons 5. mosquitoes
Eggs are laid by
1. caterpillars 2. grasshoppers
3. chrysalis 4. pupae 5. larvae
6
Paragraph 6 is mainly about
1. Ansgar's arrival in Sweden
2. Iron Age in Sweden
3. metals used in Sweden at different
periods
4. weapons used in different ages
5. what bronze is made of
23. Which of these came into use
during the Irun Age?
1. bronze 2. gold 3. brass 4. horn
5. copper
14. 5,000 years ago the people of
Sweden made their tools of
I. bronze 2. stone 3. copper
4. iron 5. brass
r5- Which of these came into use
during the Bronze Age?
1. silver 2. brass 3. bone 4. glass
5. gold
26. Articles of iron were made by
casting and also by
1. baking 2. cutting 3. hammering
4. heating and hammering
5. pressing into shape
27. Paragraph 7 is mainly about
1. Bamboo and Lizzie 2. an ape
3. Bamboo 4. Lizzie's fighting
S. a zoo
£8. When a newcomer is put in the
cage, Lizzie becomes
1. friendly 2. jealous 3. cowardly
4. sorrowful S. afraid
£9. Gorillas require
I. much care 2. large quantities of food
3. freedom 4. much exercise
S. companionship
(30- When about five years of age
gorilla.: usually
I. become dangerous 2. become homesick
















Cwitimut 4)ft mort pew
a
In a typical flower there are four distinct
whorls, an outer calyx of sepals, usually green
in color and proctive in function; within it is
the corolla of petals, commonly highly colored
to attract insects; 11 , the androecium of sta-
mens, arising from -eceptacles within the pet-
als and consisting each of a stalk, the filament,
on which is an anther containing the pollen
sacs from which the pollen is ultimately dis-
charged, and in the center the pistil or gynoe-
iiurn of carpels which is made up of stigma,
•style and ovary, and after flowering, is en-
Jarged to form the fruit and contain the seeds.
;The parts of the calyx are sometimes free or
iseparate, at other times united; in the former
:case, the calyx is polysepalous, in the latter
amosepalous. A corolla is dipetalous, tripeta-
tlous, etc., according as it has two, three, etc.,
tseparate parts; the general name polypetalous
is given to corollas with separate parts, while
those in which the parts are united arc mono-
tpetalous, gamopetalous or sympetalous. The
ifilaments may cohere to a greater or lesser ex-
tent, the anthers remaining free. Thus, all the
;Illainents may unite to form a tube around the
in which case the term monodelphous is
:used, or they may be arranged in two bundles
•(diadelphous) as in the pea. When a gynue-
cium consists of a single carpel it is simple or
-monocarpellary, when composed of several car-
Tels, each of which has its own ovary, style
.and stigma, it is compound or polycarpellary.
9
The people of Athens and Sparta spoke a
common language, Greek. Athens, ri.7ing high
from the plain and exposed to the fresh breezes
from the sea, was a fast growing city of busy
trade, but not so busy but that the freemen
loved to sit in the sun and discuss poetry or
-listen to the wise words of a philosopher with-
-out a thought of war. Sparta, built at the bot-
tom of a deep valley, used the surrounding
mountains as a barrier to foreign thought. It
was an armed camp, where the people knew
how to fight and liked to fight hut they never
wrote a line that was considered literature.
When Athens, attacked by the Persians in
superior numbers, asked aid of Sparta, too
small an army was dispatched to keep Athens
from being- sacked by the Persians, but when
the Persians with their larger numbers threat-
ened to overrun all Greece, the Spartans led
the victorious land attack on the Persians
while the Athenian ships destroyed the
enemy's fleet. Famous sculptors, painters and
scientists were sought far and wide to help re-
hi"/1 the city of Athens and make it more
beautiful hilt al the same time high walls were
th•- • • •• :• €:--• for,•••• - of tha,
d:o . stronger h iai than Sparta, de pit(
iht 1 that the Persiati had been ciariplett.iyL._ .
31. Paragraph 8 is mainly about
I. functions of different part of a flower
2. variations in flowers
3. structure of Bowers
4. interrelationships of different parts
of a flower
5. evolution of flowers
32. The pistil contains
1. petals 2. anthers 3. sepals
4. stigmas 5. filaments
83. When the petals of a flower are
separate the corolla is
1. gamopetalnus 2. dipetalous
3. mortopetalous 4. sympetalous
5. polypetalous
84. When the sepals are separate the
calyx is
I. polysepalous 2. polycarpellary







35. The paragraph is mainly about the
1. Persian attack upon Athens
2. the contrast between Athens and Sparta
3. rebuilding of Athens
4. destruction of the Persian attackers
5. union of Sparta and Athens 35.
36. Athens and Sparta had similar
1. speech 2. ideals 3. interests
4. ideas 5. attitudes
.37. The Spartans evidently looked
upon the growth of Athens with
1. suspicion 2. admiration 3. envy
4. pride S. fear 37.
18. The Spartans fought with the
Athenians against the Persians
1. to aid the Athenians
2. because they liked to fight
3. because they hated the Persians
4. to protect themselves
5. to win the approval of the Athenians 3R.
39 The thing which the Spartans and
Athenians had in common was
1. trained army 2. foreign trade
3. literary products 4. interest in art
5 language .39.
1 r •• •-;)... 1,1,•01; \
1. artistic. .y "titled 2 self centered
3.1tberal in their . te ws 4. peace-loving_ . .. .
GEOGRAPHY
Directions: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. Furs are a product of 1. fishing 2. hunting 3. lumbering 4. manufacturing 5. mining A.
B. The animal of the desert that can go the longest time without water is the
1. horse 2. cow 3. goat 4. sheep 5. camel - B. 
You see that there are rive possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is hunting, so a line is drawn under hunting, and the
number in front of it, 2, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, jast as in the samples
above.
1. Raisins are dried 1. plums 2. cherries 3. grapes 4. blackberries 5. loganberries - - 1.
2. The smallest of the continents is 1. North America 2. South America 3. Europe
4. Africa 5. Australia - - 2.
3. The natives of Central Africa value elephants chiefly for 1. ivory tusks 2. milk
3. meat 4. work in farming 5. strength in helping to ward off attacks - - - - 3.
4. The ocean that is around the North Pole is called the 1. Atlantic 2 Pacific
3. Antarctic 4. Arctic 5. Indian - - 4:  
5. The body of water that lies between North America and Europe is called the
1. Indian Ocean 2. Atlantic Ocean 3. Arctic Ocean 4. Pacific Ocean 5. Antarctic Ocean 5.
6. When many mackerel swim together they are said to form 1. clusters 2. nuclei
3. bunches 4. schools 5. societies _ gm. .1•N .• .0 0. ... .. - 6.
7. The boll weevil has done much damage to the 1. wheat crop 2. cotton crop
3. fruit orchards 4. corn crop 5. pastures - - - _ _ .. _ _ _ 7.
8. The greatest fruit state of the United States is 1. Washington 2. Oregon 3. New York
4. Utah 5. California - - - _ _ 8.
9. The most important sugar cane state is 1. Louisiana 2. Florida 3. Texas
4. Arkansas 5. California - - •• 9.
10. The largest city of Germany is 1. Hamburg 2. Munich 3. Berlin 4 Essen 5. Breslau 10.
11. A leading state in the production of petroleum is 1. Oklahoma 2. Arkansas
3. Illinois 4. Kentucky 5. Louisiana - - - - - - - - - - - 11.  
12. The largest city of the Hawaiian Islands is I. Manilla 2. Colon 3 Balboa 4. San Juan
5. Honolulu - .. .. - - 12.
13. The best fruit tree for regions where it is rather cool is the I. peach tree
2. apricot tree 3. apple tree 4. orange tree 5. mulberry tree - - - - 13.
14. The leading city of the United States in the manufacture of aut4nn,d)iles is
1. Chicago 2. Detroit 3. Cleveland 4. Indianapolis 5. Buffalo - - 14.
15- The highest mountain peak of northeastern United State,. is i Mount Katandin
2. Mount Marcy 3. Mount Monadnock 4. Mount Holyoke 5. Mount Washington - 15.
16. The most important state in the raising of oranges is I. Florida 2. Georgia
3. California 4. Texas 5.Alabama - - - - - - it;.
17. Akron, Ohio, is known for the manufacture of 1. tires 2 cash registers
3. typewriters 4. radios 5. pianos - . .. .. 17.
18. The Frie Canal connected the Iltidcon river with 1. Lake Ontario 2. Lake Superior
3. Lake Michigan 4. Lake Huron 5. Lake Erie - - - _ _ - - _ 1 s.
19. The largest country of South America is I. Argentina 2 Brazil 3 Chile 1 Peru
5. Bolivia - . MI. . q• . ••. •• 40 . 19.
20. The blue ;.:ras: region of Kentucky is famous for its 1. forests '. climate 4 manufac-
tures 4 rich Soil 5. level land - - - - - - - - - 
_ 91).
Continue Int next page
1 24.
1 . .. 
25.
26
1 28. New England is not an important region for field crops because1. the rainfall is too light 2. the summers are too cold 3. the soils are too thin andbouldery 4. large markets are too far away 5. Wind and hail storms are too frequent
21. A very important state in the production of cotton is 1. Illinois 2. Kentucky3. Texas 4. Florida 5. Maryland - - - -
I 22. The chief crop (4 the farms of North and South Dakota is I. corn 2. wheat3. potatoes 4. sugar beets 5. alfalfa - - 22. 
M. The seaport that has the largest commerce with Alaska is 1. Los Angeles1 2. San Francisco 3. Portland 4. Seattle 5. San Diego a• 23.
The most important product of the Brazilian Highlands is 1 cattle 2. diamonds3. wheat 4. corn 5. coffee - - - - 24.
Glacier National Park is in the state of 1. Montana 2. Oregon
4. Washington 5. Idaho - -
The leading city in the south in the production of iron and steel is
2. New Orleans 3. Mobile 4. Birmingham 5. Memphis -
An important source of oil in the southern states is 1. peanuts
3. pecans 4. acorns 5. walnuts 40 OP 0.
29. The great Canadian seaport on the Pacific Coast is




1. Victoria 2. Vancouver
-
30. Maine sardines are really 1. sardines 2. small salmon 3. small cod






31. The prairie provinces of Canada are famous for 1. oil 2. wheat 3. beef cattle4. dairy cattle 5. sheep - -




Phosphate is used chiefly in making 1. steel 2. aluminum 3. rubber
5. fertilizers - - - - -
4. matches
There is little farming in northern Chile because of I a rugged surface2. dry climate .3 numerous swamps 4. poor soils 5. dense forests
The most important export of Ecuador is I. cacao beans 2 toffee
4. tobacco 5. bananas - AI OD 0,
3. sugar









37. The most important mineral mined in the western part of the Ozark Plateau iscopper 2. zinc 3. lead 4. gold 5. silver - - -
:3 S. Yosemite \alky is in the I Coast Range 2 Caca.le Mountains J Sierra NevadaMountains 4. Rocky Mountains Wasatch Mountains
- 37.
- 38.
39. The fertile soil ofthe Great Appalachian Valle% derived from the weathering of
I. limestone • 2. shale .3. granite 4 slate 3. sandstone - -
40. Thy cattle of \rgentilia al. Litt , t.ii corn 2 wheat 3. clover 4 alfalfa




Directions: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. Cinderella's sisters were I. kind 2. loving 3 selfish 4. helpful 5. fair - A. 3
B. "Paul Re,.ere's Ride" is about something that happened in a war with 1. the Indians
2. the French and Indians 3. the British 4. the Spanish 5. the Mexicans - - - B.
You see that there are five possible answers n each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is selfish, s:, a line is drawn under selfish, and the
number in front of it, 3, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it and
then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as in the samples above.
1. Nokomis is told about in 1. Arabian Nights 2. Just So Stories 3. Hiawatha
4. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland p Miles Standish - - - 
-. 
- - - 1.
2. Robinson Crusoe was I. shipwrecked on an island 2 lost on the ocean 3. lost in a desert
4 left by his sailors 5. seized by bandits - - - - - - - 2.
3- In "Paul Revere's Ride," Paul Revere rode a I. donkey 2. mule 3. bicycle 4. horse
5. pony - - - - - - 3. 
4. Which one of these is a picture of Indian life? 1 Evangeline 2. Hiawatha 3 Vision of
Sir Launfal 4. Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table 5. Snowbour. ' - - 4.
5. Rip Van Winkle had a 1. great scare 2. bad fall 3. dangerous ride 4 narrow - : pe
5. long sleep - - - - - - 5.  
6. In "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," the pied piper was followed by 1. cats 2. dogs rats
4. birds 5. snakes .. .• ' ' 6. 
7. Penrod was a I. boy 2. hunter 3. bandit 4. soldier 5. sailor 7. 
8. Helen of Troy was 1. a French 2 an English 3 an American 4. a Dutch 5. a Greek
woman - 8.
9. In the story of "Reynarif the Fox," Bruin was caught by the Fox's 1 greater strength
2. faster running 3. kindness 4. trickery 5. honesty - - 9.
10- The poem, "Miles Standish," is about 1. a shipwreck 2. a courtship 3. an Indian attack
4. an exploring party 5. scattering a seffier-ent - 10.
11. Heidi in her new home in Frankfort was very I. happy 2 sullen 3. homesick 4. peevish
5. spiteful - - - 11..
12. Sir Galahad was a 1. crusader 2. prince 3. baron 4 king 5 knight - 12.
13. The Barefoot Boy was a 1. savage 2. nature lover 3. bully 4. lazy idler 5. fighter _ 13.
14. In the poem, "Excelsior," the author tells us I. to give up easily 2 to give up when
advised 3. to follow advice 4. that courage wins 5. to avoid dangers - - 14.
15. In the poem, "My Bed is a Boat," the sailor is a 1. little child 2.toy 3 feather 4. doll
5. fairy - - . . 1F).
16- Indian characters are prominent in 1. House of Seven Gables 2. The Great Stone Face
3. Deerslayer 4. Legend of Sleepy Hollow 5 Ivanhoe - - - _ 16.
17. The Poem, "Daffodils," is 1. joyful 2. mysterious 3 humorous 4. heroic 5 sad - - 17.
18. "Anne of Green Gables" was I. sickly 2 bad-mannered 3. wealthy 4 an orphan
5. bad-tempered - - - - - - - - 18.
19. "Ivanhoe" is a story of the days of 1. colonial America 2 Chivalry 3. Spanish explora-
tion 4. the industrial revolution in England 5. French revolution . _ - - 19.
20. The greatest heroes of the Iliad were 1. Jonathan and Samson 2 Lohengrin and Arthur
3. Tom and Huck 4 Penrod and Sam 5. Achilles and Hector 00.





21. The Man Without a Country 1 never cared for his country 2. never had country3. cursed his country 4. would not read about it 5. did not want to hear about it
22. hi "The Great Stone Face," Ernest grew more like the face on the mountain because hebecame 1. wealthy 2. a hero in war 3. a great speaker 4. good and true 5.a greatschcilar
23- The poem, "Lucy Gray," is about a little girl who became lost and died 1. in a snowstorm2. on a prairie 3. in a desert 4. in a forest 5. in the mountains -
24. An author who wrote both prose and poetry was 1. Burns 2. Stevenson 3. Shelley4. Coleridge S. Keats -
In the story, "King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table." the Round Table wasI. just imaginary 2. an outdoor meeting place 3. a mountain fortress 4 a roam in whichthey met 5. a big table - - - - - - - - -
26. In the story of "Philemon and Baucis," the two old people
given their wish, desired 1. a palace 2 great wealth
ever S. to rule the land
27. In the story, "Rebecca of Sonnvbrook Farm." Rebecca
1. Aunt Miranda 2. Emily Maxwell 3. her mother 4.
28. In the story, "Gulliver's Travels," the Lilliputians 'were
4. monsters 5. tiny people
who had befriended the gods when
3. to die together 4. to live for-
was cent through school by
Adam Ladd 5. Uncle Jerry






29. Which one of these wrote stories about Indlans? 1. Washington Irving 2 James Feni-more Cooper 3. Joel Chandler Harris 4. Mark Twain 5. Ernest Thompson-Seton - - 29.
30. In "The Idylls of the King," Arttur was a I. bandit 2. adventurer 3 crusades4. just king 5. tyraif? - 
- 30.
31. In "The Song of Hiawatha." Hiawatha's bride Laughing Water I. left him 2 becamejealous of him 3. nurse him throughla fever 4. shot him by mistake 5 died of a famine xi.
32. In "Wild Animals I Have Known," Bingo was a 1. mountain lion 2. dog 3. griz47bear 4. wolf 5. tiger -
a 33. The boy Myles in "Men of Iron" finally I. was killed in a combat 2 became a king3. became an outlaw 4, killed his father's enemy 5 was beheaded by the kind
A story of life in feudal times is I. Kim 2. Captains Courageous 3 Men of 'fro*4. Treasure Island 5. Westward Ho -
34-
In "The First Snowfall," the poet in watrhing the snow fall thinks of I. his little girl vatsdied 2. the Ionelinesa it brings 3. the cold outside 4. his boyhood joys 5. the wontIt makes - -
• 36. The poem, "Maud Muller,' k 1. joyful 2 heroic 3. sad 4 frightful 5 humorous
; 37. "The Lady of the Lake" is a I. play 2. novel 3 essay 1 short story poem






39. In "Adrift on an Ire Pan," Grenfell 1 started the ice-pan moving 2 fell off the ice-pan3. enjoyed the adventure 4 was saved by fishermen 5. would not kill a dog for food - - 39.
• 40 in lirowning•c. poem. "Home Tbouchtc frfirrt Abroa, the poet tflls of the beauties ofI. nature' 3 mot.-...- . 4 '..s '; fairy a, ev-eieg - 40.
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Directions: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. The sun rises in the 1. evening 2. west 3 south 4. morning 5 north . - A. .. ...4
B. 'Wood comes from 1. lakes 2. trees .3. mines 4. river beds 5. plants
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is morning, so a line is drawn under morning, and the
number in front of it, 4, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, Just as in the samples
above.
1. Cabbage is a kind of 1. grain 2. rock 3. fruit 4. vegetable 5 coal - - - 1. 
2. Cotton comes from 1. plants 2. animals 3. mines 4 trees 5. wells - - 2. - --
3. A tree from which we gets nuts is the I. box-elder 2 cottonwood 3. hickory 4. elm
5. maple - . ,M. ,M, • - - - - 3. 
4. Pasteurized milk has been heated to 1. change the taste 2. cook it
3. change it to cream 4. get the cream out of it 5. kill microbes - - . - 4. 
5. Leafy vegetables should be eaten because they 1. are easily prepared
2. contain vitamins 3. are cheap 4. taste good 5. look attractive - - - . - 5. 
6„ A snail is protected by 1. feathers 2. bark 3. a shell 4. hair 3. scales - - - . 6. 
7. A drink that is not good for children is 1. milk 2. orange juice 3. water 4. coffee
5. cocciit _- - - - - - - - 7. .. _ • •
8. .\ n example of an evergreen tree is the 1. Douglas fir 2. elm 3. maple 4. oak
5. chestnut - - - - - - - - - 8. 
9. A bird that helps keep our beaches clean is the I. wren 2. robin 3. thrush
4. warbler 5. gull - - - - - - . 9.
10. Salt comes from 1. plants 2. mines 3. animals 4. trees 3. grains - - 10.
11. When something made of wool gets wet it I. loses its color 2 falls to pieces
3. stretches easily 4. gets smaller 5. turns black - - - - 11. 
12. Vitamins are found in 1. air 2. food 3. water 4 sunsh;ne 3. clothing - - - 12. 
13. Oranges come from 1. plants 2. vines 3. bushes 4. shrubs 3. trees - - . - 13. 
14. Enamel is a part of one's 1. teeth 2. heart 3. lungs 4. brain 5. intestines . . 14. 
15. A food that contains much starch is I. tomatoes 2. lettuce 3. potatoes
4. spinach 5. cabbage - - - . - - 15. 
16. The part of an electric circuit that burns out when there is too nitich current is the
1. faucet 2. valve 3. damper 4. switch 5. fuse 16. ..........
17. A bird that usually builds its nest on the ground or in low bushes is the 1. robin
2. swallow 3. meadow-lark 4. wren 5. bluebird • •
18. The part of a furnace pipe xvhich controls the draft is a I. faucet 2. damper
19. Germs may be killed by I. moisture 2. warmth 
-. 189: ........ .....3. valve 4. switch 5. fuse - - _ _ _
3. dirt 4. boiling 5. water
20, .\ tree from which we get turpentine is the 1. pine 2 hickory 3 cottonwood 4 elm
5. maple • . a a a 20.
17. .........
rntl nue on next Pa:le
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21. Saliva is a digestive juice found in the 1. stomach 2. intestines 3. mouth 4. liver5. pancreas - - - - .. - 21. 
Yeast is used in bread tc 1. make it taste better 2. make it light 3. make it compact
4. make it bake 5. keep it moist - - • - 22. 
. 23. Hard water means 1. cold water 2 frozen water 3. impure water 4. distilled watert
I 
5. water containing dissolved minerals - _ _ .. _ - 23. 
I 24. Degrees are used in measuring 1. temperature 2. light 3. electricity 4. energy
1 5. weight - - _ - _ .. - - 24. 
f 25. A flower that grows best in the shady woods is the I. buttercup 2. daisy 3. aster4. bloodroot 5. poppy
I 26. A bird that fishes for its food is I. bluejay 2. heron 3. kinglet 4. woodpecker
5. sandpiper - - • • 
• 26. 
!
s 27. Which one of these is the largest? I. earth 2. Mars 3. moon 4. Jupiter 5. sun - - 27. f
i. 28. An animal helpful to wan is the I. rat 2. rattlesnake 3. toad 4. gopher 5. field mouse 28-
1
i 29. Trillium is a kind of I. spring-flower 2. crystal 3. waterfowl 4. cloud 5. grass - 29. 
I, 30. As one goes near the top of a high mountain the air becomes 1. denser 2. warmer
3. heavier 4. lighter 5 dryer - - - - - 30. ,•
1 31. The system to which the arteries belong is the I. circulatory 2. digestive
3. excretory 4. respiratory 5. nervous - • • • 
. . 31. 
32. An insect beneficial to man is the 1. tent-caterpillar 2. mosquito 3. house fly
4. grasshopper 5. lady bug - _ _ _ • 
a .. 32. 
33. Dew comes from 1. plants 2. the air 3. the clouds 4. the ground 5. the stars . 33. 
34. The vertebrae are parts of the 1. skull 2. foot 3. heart 4. backbone 5. arm - - 34. 
35. The carrying of pollen from the anther of one flower to the stigma of another is
called 1 reproduction 2. fertilization 3. pollination 4. pasteurisation 5. photosynthesis Si. 
36. C tim Lillis is a kind of 1. cloud 2. crystal 3. waterfowl 4. spring-flower 5. grass . - St 
37. The pancreas is a 1. muscle 2. bone 3. limb 4. gland 5. tube - .. - U. 
38. II urniditv of the air has to do with its 1 warmth 2. coldness 3. moisture
4. oxygen content 3. carbon-dioxide content - - . - 32. .... 
39. Parasites arc plants or animal.. that 1 are of great aid to their hosts
1. try to injure their hosts 1 are usually harmless 4 are never found in human beings
5. depend on their hosts for food - - • 39. 
40. Priitc( lion for blitoliss p,,isoniz;g in eating canw (1 Nugelables comes flow
1. eating as soon as opened 2. boding 3. 1etting stand 4 keeping them cold
5 salting them _ .. - - 40.
eee.
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Directions: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. The ship in which the Pilgrims sailed to America was the
2. Mayflower 3. Ark 4. Golden Hind 5. Constant - •
1. Victoria
B The home of the President of the United States is called the 1. maniac*
2. Palace of Justice 3. Capitol 4. White House 5. State House - B. 
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is Mayflower, so a line is drawn under Mayflower, and
the number in front of it, 2, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right arswer, draw a line under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end o; the line, just as in the samples
above.
1. Washington's home was named 1. The Hermitage 2. The Oaks 3. Arlington
4. Mount Vernon 5. Monticello ... .. _ _ _ _ I. 
2. Columbus called the natives of the land which he dkscovered 1. Aztecs
2. Borinquens 3. Indians 4. Arabs 5. Negroes - - - - _ .. - - 2. 
3. Columbus' largest ship was the 1. Santa Maria 2. Armada 3. Clermont 4. Victoria
5. Griffin - .. _ .. _ _ - 3. 
4. The North men were also called I. Arabs 2. Huns 3. Anglo-Saxons 4. Cossacks
5. Vikings - - _ _ _ _ _ 
_ - - 4. 
5. Early sailors called the Atlantic Ocean the I. South Sea 2. Sea of Darkness
3. China Sea 4. Mediterranean Sea 5. peaceful ocean -. - 5. 
6. The man who invented the cotton gin was 1. Edmund Cartwright 2. Elias Howe
3. Eli Whitney 4. James Hargreaves 5. James Watt - - - 6...
7. North and South America were called the 1. Far East 2. Orient 3. Spanish Empire
4. Old World 5. New World - - 7. 
8. Telegr2phing across the ocean was first made possible by means of
1. the submarine 2. the Atlantic Cable 3. conduits 4. the S. S. Savannah 5. tunnels 8.
9. The building in which the Declaration of Independence was signed is now called
1. Congress Hall 2. Faneuil Hall 3. Old South Church 4. Independence Hall
5. Carpenter's Hall - - - - - - - - - - .. •• fa Oa
10. The man who invented the telephone was 1. Alexander Graham Bell 2. Marconi
3. Thomas A. Edison 4. Samuel F. B. Morse 5. Theodore N. Vail _ . - - 10.. ....
- 9. 
11. The chief purpose of the Puritans was to secure for themselves
I. control of trade in America 2. the land along the Ohio 3. wealth and power
4. freedom of religion 5. the payment of debts - - - - - - - - - 11. 
12. The Northman who is said to have discovered America was I. Columbus
2. Leif Erickson 3. Eric the Red 4. Rollo 5. Harold Fairhair - - - . . 12. .
13. A traveler whose stories made people eager to go to the Far East was
1. Cortez 2. Kublai Khan 3. Charlemagne 4. Ferdinand 5. Marco Polo - - - 13.
14. The largest town in the Dutch colony along the I Itidson River was
1. Amsterdam 2. Schenectady 3. New Amsterdam 4. Fort Orange 5. Albany . - 14. 
15. The chief food raised by all the English colonists was I. Indian corn 2. rye
3. potatoes 4. rice 5. wheat - - - - - - - - - - 15•  .. ...
16. The alphabet for sending messages by telegraph is called the
I. broadcasting system 2. S 0 S call 3. secret code 4 Morse Code 5. Arabic notation 16.
17. Which one of these nations tried to get a part of the New \\ orld? I Belgium
2,Yrance 3. Italy 4. Turkey 3. India - - - - - - - - - - - 17.
18. In colonial days letters were sent by 1 Indian runners 2. highwaymen 3 postriders
4. railroads S. airmail - - - 1$.
19. The most fighting in the World War took place oil the 1 Atlantic Ocean
2. Asiatic Front 3. Eastern Front 4 Southern Front 5. Western Front • - - - - 19.
20. At the time of the Civil War people could travel in which of these ways?
I. railroads 2 electric cars 3. automobiles 4. airplanes S submarines - - _ 20.
Continue on next page
21. An invention which helped men to find out what was happening in the xvorld
was the 1. making of sailing charts 2 pope's line of demarcation 3. use of the astrolabe
1 1. 
4. invention of the compass 3. invention of printing - -
---._ The Spanish Armada was I. the treasure fleet 2 the house where laws were made forrz 
j the colonies 3. a great war against the Moors 4. the northern coast of South America





The second struggle for independence lasted from
3. 1861-1865 4. 1776-1783 5. 1820-1830 - - - -
1. 1845-1848 2. 1612-1814
The country claimed by the French along the St. Lawrence River was called
I. Louisiana 2. Stadaconc 3. New France 4. Nova Scotia 5. Labrador - - -
Rhode Island was founded by 1. Roger Williams 2. Thomas Mason 3. The Quakers






26. When the United States began to manufacture more goods than it could use it
had to I. burn the surplus 2. shut its doors to foreigners 3. stop manufacturing
4. find new markets 5. pay lower wages than Europe paid - - - - 26.
27. The French and the English in America fought to possess the land al•mg the
1. Oregon Trail 2. Wilderness Road 3. Columbia River 4. Missouri River 5. Ohio River 27.
. 28. Independence was declared by 1. the Continental army 2. the commander of the army
l 3. the Continental Congress 4. the county courts 5. the town-meetings - 28.
29. When France heard about the battle of Saratoga she
1. etcided to help the colonies openly 2. stopped sending men and supplies 3 decided to
help Great Britain 4. called all her soldiers home 5. asked Benjamin Franklin to visit France
• 30. The plan of the United States government is described in the 1. Charter of Liberties
2. Constitution 3. Articles of Confederation 4. Mayflower Compact 3. Magna Charta
31. The chief products which both the French and the English wanted to secure in
North America were 1. cattle and horses 2. gold and silver 3. fish and furs
4. grain and fruit 5. lumber and tar -
32. One of the early attempts to get the colonies to work together was
I. the Shackarnaxon treaty 2. the House of Burgesses 3. the free trade theory
4. the Townshind Acts 5. Franklin's plan of union
33. A famous troop of soldiers in the Spanish-American war was the
1. Molly McGuire, 2. Rough Riders 3. Night Riders 4. Black Hussars 5. Light Brigade
34- To protect its trade in the Mediterranean the United States carried on war with
I. the Turks 2. Italian cities 3. Great Britain 4. Barbary States 5. the natives of India
Which of these means of communication was the FIRST to come into general









38. The French built a fort at the Forks of the Ohio called 1. Fort Necessity
2. Fort Niagara 3. Fort Duquesne 4. Fort Ticondeioga 5. Fort George - M .ND 36.
: 37. The part of the slave-trade route which lay between Africa and the West Indies
was called the 1. underground railroad 2. Guinea coast 3. slave market 4. chain gang
5. middle passage - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ 37.
• 38. Saving natural resources of all kinds is called 1. conversation 2. irrigation
3. prospecting 4. conservation 5. dry fanning - - - - - - - . 38.
• 39. The first great leader of the American Federation of Labor was
I. Samuel Gompers 2. Matthew Woll 3. Grover Cleveland 4 Eugene Debs
5. George Pullman • - - - - - . _ _ _ _ - ea OP . 39.
40. The first slaves were brought to the Englich colonies in 1.1439 2. 1619 3. 1521
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ARITHMETIC--PROOILEMS
Directions: Do each example as you come to it.
De AU rtglerhas• Bleak Sparys
IVrite the Answers at the right side of this Nye.
Fred has 65 chickens and Will has 124.
I low many- more chickens than Fred has
Will?
2. How many valentines at 3 cents each can
you buy for 90 cents?
3. Two dimes, a quarter, and a half dollar
arc how many cents?
1. The sum of two numbers is 40. One of -
them is 16. What is the other number?
5. It took a railroad train 12 hours to make
a trip of 372 miles. What was the average
speed of the train an hour?
6- A tourist traveled 265 miles the first day,
289 miles the second, and 408 miles the third.
How many !lilies did he go in the three days?
7. Two gallons of paint will fill how many
quart cans?
S. John jun- ped a distance of 96 inches. How —
wan feet did he jump?
9. How many quart bottles can you fill with
8 gallons of milk?
VI- On a reacting test Margaret read 588
words in three minutes. How many words
did she read, on an average, in one minute?
11. Farmer Jackson reed% ed ;42.75 for 9
barrels of apples. What did he receive a bar-
rel for the apples?
12. The father gave Harry 11 chickens. Ile
gave Charley 6 chickens more than Harry.









ontinne fin PI it ray..
U3. Find the cost of 50 boxes at $8 a hun-
tdred?
114. Ifelen bought a roast for $2.47 and a steaki
rfor $1.43. What change should she receive
l
from a ten-dollar bill?




16. *Four fish weighed 2 pounds. What was
their average weight?
17. At 2 for Sc, find the cost of 8 cakes.
ig- Alice bought 2/2 yards of ribbon at 32
cents a yard. How much change should she
receive from a dollar?
19. A lady bought 4 M yards of calico at 15c
.a yard for a dress and other material costing
!$.75. Find the total cost./
'20. Jack wished to earn $18.50 to buy a new
bicycle. One Saturday he worked 7' 'hours
i for $.40 an hour. How much more must he.
team before he can buy the bicycle?
21. Find the number of fence posts 61/2 Let
do:1g that can be cut from a tree 26 feet Tong.
22. A government report states that in a
recent flood the water rose 16 inches in 3
hours. Find the average rise an hour.
23. During the first five weeks of school tht
deposits in the school savings bank were as
• follows: $8.75, $9.68, $10.25, $16.78, $25.44.
Find the average weekly deposits.
: 21. Mary wishes to cut a ribbon 41/: yards
. long into three equal pieces. How long will
leach piece be?
25. Find the average weight of three chickens,
. one weighing 3.6 pounds, one weighing 3.75
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AniT11114r,TIC --rtmpAssENTAI OPERATIONS
!iirectiorui: Liu each example as you come ip it.
Illustration: / SubtractDo your figuring ott this paper.
Use additional blank paper of your own
for figuring if necessary.

















4. _.5. Divide .....
- of 75
8 ) 7 16 5 6
j.
7. Subtract S. Divide 9. .4dd 10. Subtract 6.
i 
35 ) 4 2 5 -1-
A i 70033-3-
5











6 ± 10 =
13. Subtract 14. Divide
4+ 1+ 4- 5 =
17. Divide 18. Subtract 19.
I
1-4- ± = 8 gal. 1 qt. 200% of 6-F =
2 gal. 3 qt.
2 = % 01 40 1000% of 86=
14. Add
7 yds. 16 in.
9 yds. 25 in.
8 yds. 32 in.



















1.  21 










-IZ . . 32
13. 33.











Directions: Read the following sentences:
1. we are going to boston.
2. the dog's name is shep.
We are going to Boston. The "w" in We and the "b" in Boston are underlined because they should
be changed to capital letters. Look at the next sentence. What letters should be changed to capital letters
to make the sentence correct? Yes, the "t" in The and the "s" in Shcp should be changed. Draw lines
under these letters. Read carefully each sentence which follows. Underline all letters which should be
changed to capital letters. Underline only the letters; not the whole word. Many sentences or groups of
words, contain more than one word that should be capitalized. Be sure to underline all the letters which
should be capitals.
the italian boy came from rome.
2. fourth avenue is very beautifully decorated.
3. the lilies should be in bloom by easter.
4. the revolutionary war was fought with the english.
5. the american people are ambitious.
6. the tramp asked, "where is your pump?"
7. sincerely yours,
8. the source of the mississippi river is at itasca.
9. we have turkey at thanksgiving, goose at christmas, and eggs at easter.
la that is a spanish shawl.
she attended george peabody teachers college.
12. mr. austin said, "yes, mary has gone to europe."
13. the fourth of July is commonly known as independence day.
14. superintendent webster was succeeded by mr. carrot] r. reed who is now super.n-
tendent of schools.
15. she asked, "why don't you wait until easter vacation?"
16. the soldiers of the south met the soldiers of the north on the field of bull run.
17. she went east to school.
18. the national tuberculosis association sells christmas seals to promote health.
19. william Jennings bryan was the choice of the democratic party.
20. we celebrate St. valentine's day in february.
21. he is reading "an elegy written in a country churchyard."
n. the grand army of the republic is rapidly decreasirg in number.
23. the breton pilot sa‘ed the french fleet from being captured by the english.
24. we next visited holland, which is called the land of dykes.
25. i stood in lenice, on the bridge of sighs.
26. the week of april 14-18 was designated as schoolrnens week.
27. lives of great men all remind us
we can make our lives sublime,
and departing, leave behind us
footprints on the sands of time.
28. he received his bachelor of arts degree in june.
29. he replied, "waste! it is a shameless waste!"
30. "the assyrian came down like the wolf on the fold;
and his cohorts were gleaming in purple and gold."
Continue on next page
Number right
ENGLISH-PuNcruAnoN
Directions: Read the following sentences:
1. The wind is cold today
2. Does he come from Chicago Illinois
The sentences are not punctuated. What mark should be placed at the end of the first sentence? A
period is right. Put it in. What marks should be used in the second sentence to make it correct?
Put them in. Read each sentence ivhich follows carefully. Put in all marks of punctuation; such as periods,
commas, question marks, etc., which are needed to make the sentences correct. The words following each
number are to be punctuated as one sentence.
1. Where is Fred
2. Harry broke his pencil
3. Dec is the abbreviation for December
4. Do you know them
5. Yours truly
6. \Ve had apples oranges and grapes at the picnic
7. My uncle lives in Racine Wisconsin
8. Silk is shipped to Seattle Washington
9. John Fred and Helen divided the candy
10. \Ve may go on a picnic said Pauline
11. School opened Sept 2
12. No I cannot come
13. He doesnt live in this city
14. Dr R C flell is going to Dallas Texas
15. I bought hose handkerchiefs Pnd perfume yesterday
16. Dout touch that wire
17. Its our duty to inform him
is. Dear Mr Hanson
19. The ladys dress and the mans coat are blue
20. She stays at my uncles house
21. The mens hats were scattered about the floor
22. You may tell them said Robert whatever you please
23. Mr Smiths house burned last night
24. His words were as follows
25. Who is there the soldier asked
26. What shall we do asked John
27. Ladies coats are displayed on the second floor
28. Thomas Carlyle who was of peasant origin wrote forty volumes
29. Its ones duty to do so




NGLISH=4 USA • -...---:-
Direction.s: Read the following sentences: are
I. They jig' here.
2. It is are dog.
3. 1 saw him yesterday.
They is here. Is is placed in black face type because it is the word we must decide about. Is is not-
t i :".
,1,-
 correct word to use; therefore we have crossed it out and written the right word, are, above. Rea 
the second sentence. Are is placed in black face type to show us that it is the word we must decide -4-
about. It makes the sentence wrong. Cross out are and write the correct word above. What should it.e..;
be? Our is correct. Write it above. Read the third sentence. What word must we decide about? Yes,.-17
saw is the word. Is it correct? Yes, it is. Leave the sentence lust as it is because it is correct.
Cross out words in black iace type which are not correct and write the correct word above. Leave
words in black face type which are correct just as they are.
4-3!"1. She was about to lay down.
2. You can come with us. •
3. He has two many packages.
4. Neither of the boys liked his work.
5. Neither the boys nor girls misbehaved.
6. She knew whether there was any pencils.
7. He don't seem to understand.
8. We arrived to late to celebrate.
9. They declared their leader to be he.
10. The most attentive people at the debate were him and his mother.
11. Whom did you think called?
19. Give it to John or I.
13. You are awfully kind.
14. Who did they say came?
15. He said, "It was him ."
16. This food smells badly .
17. He hates being taunted.
18. I have rode on a merry-go--round.
19. The number of men and women attending are increasing.
20. They laughed at us falling.
21. The father, as well as his four sons, were hurt.
22- There goes the men.
23. They let no one beside the teacher help.
24. The cat takes care of it's kittens.
25. His audience were the parents.
26. It seems like no one lives here.
27. 1 will leave for Chicago Sunday.
28. The three thiefs ran away.
29. Either of the girls are to go.
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READING •
Directions: Read sample paragraph 'A carefully.
America was discovered for Spain by an
Italian sailor, Columbus, in 1492. Shortly after
this another Italian sailor, John Cabot, sailing
from England, reached the coast of Labrador.
Still later the country was explored by the
French sailor, Cartier, and the Spanish explor-
ers, Cortez and Ponce de Leon. America could
be reached only by a long and dangerous
voyage across the Atlantic ocean in small
wooden sailing vessels.
A A
The paragraph is mainly about
1. Columbus 2. Labrador
3. crossing the Atlantic
4. discovery and exploration of America
5. Spain
By whom was America discovered
for Spain?
1. John Cabot 2. Cartier 3. Columbus
4. Cortez 5. Ponce de Leon
8- The early explorers came to
America in
1. steamboats 2. sail-boats 3. airplanes
4. canoes 5. rowboats
.4. The early explorers of America
were
T. foolish 2. weak 3. cowardly
4. brave 5. fearful
Beginning with paragraph 1 below, read each paragraph carefully, then draw a
line under the one word or phrase that is true for each question or statement at the
right of the paragraph and put its number in the space at the right as in the samples






Once upon a time there lived in Switzer-
land a little boy, Rubi. He had fallen down
one of the small hills around his home and
hurt his hip. After that he was never able to
walk. One day his mother brought him a toy
goat carved out of wood. When Rubi saw it
he said, "I can make a better goat than that."
So his mother brought him some tools and
wood, and Rubi began to carve animals He
was soon making beautiful bears and dogs and
sheep and horses.
2
In the days when there were few railroads
or telegraph lines east of the Missouri River
and none west of it, the mail was carried for a
time by the pony express. A rider would start
from the eastern end and ride to the next sta-
tion about ten miles away. Here he would
change horses and ride to the second station,
where he would again change horses and dash
on his way. At the third station a fresh rider
‘vould take the mail pouch on its way. Along
the way were hot sands, mountain gorges,





1. goat 2. cripple 3. girl 4. village
5. toy goat /.
Rubi's mother brought him a toy
1. horse 2. sheep 3. goat 4. dog
5. bear f.
8. Rubi learned to be a
1. farmer 2. mountain climber
3. cripple 4. shepherd 5. wood carver 5.
4. Rubi was given tools and wood by
1. his father 2. his grandfather
3. a neighbor 4. his mother
5. a traveler
2
.5. Before the railroad and telegraph
were built to California the mail
was carried
1. on horseback 2. on foot 3. by Indians
4 by boat 5. by tourists
8 The men who carried the mail had
to be
1. tall 2. brave 3. heavy 4. bandits
S. reckless






George did not like to bring in wood for
his mother, nor clean the yard, nor go on
errands, nor take care of the baby, nor even
to put away his own clothes. When George
as sent to his Uncle's house to get a basket of
;wood he wished that he were a dog, a squirrel,
a bee or a cow-just anything that seemed to
/have nothing to do.
4
Midas was
was counting his gold he saw a youth be-
tfore him. "I wish that everything I touch
twould turn to gold," said Midas.
"Very well," said the stranger, who was the
igod Mercury, "for one day you shall have this
!power."
"But onc day is so little," said Midas.
; Everything he touched the next morning
!turned to gold. After breakfast his little
'daughter came skipping into the room and into
his arms. He pushed her away but it was too
. late. She, too, had turned into gold.
• A little Indian girl, Sacajawea, had been
• captured and carried away from the mountain
• home of the Shoshone_s by the Minitaris of the
. Dakota plains. One day a French Canadian
rtrapper, Charboneau, bought her from her
-captors, led her away to his home among the
Mandan Indians and later married her. A few
years later there came to the Mandan village
on the Missouri river two white men, Captain
Lewis and Lieutenant Clark, looking for some-
one to show them the way up the Missouri
river and through the Rocky Mountains at the
• source of the river. As Sacajawea came from
• the Shining Mountains, she would show them
the way. With her husband, she set out with
• the white men's party. One day they were
'chased by a grizzly bear which a bullet
brought down just in time to save their lives.
Another day their canoe was tipped over by
' the wind. At last, when they came upon the
Shoshones, Sacajawea burst into a dance,
7 waving her arms and uttering cries. She had
! found her own pe•
a very rich king. One evening as
07. 
:7,:it.; •
Psragr. aph 3 is mainly ab.ii
1. a basket at wood 2. animals
3. a baby 4. a boy iiii uncle
8. George Was: - -
t. lazy -1 kind 1:thkettii -4. easel
S. helpful ._17
9. George liked to:
I. work 2... put away his clothes I- play
4. run errands S. help b 'nether 9.
10. George wished he were a bee so
that he would not have to




11. What is the story mainly about?
I. Mercury 2. the power ef a god
3. Midas' chairs for gold
4. Midas' daughter 5. Midas' breakfast 11.
1.. When Midas saw his daughter
turn into gold, he felt very
I. proud 2. sect 3. joyful 4. fearless
5. wise 1 f.
13. Midas was a
I. king 2. poor nian 3. god
4. stranger S. youth 13.
14. The youth was
1. a beggar 2. a king 3. a servant
4. a god 5. satan 14.
15. Paragraph S ;s mainly about
1. Lewis and Clark 2. Charboneau
3. the Shoshones 4. the Rocky Mountains
S. an Indian an 13
16 Sar_ajawea's dance when the party
came upon the Shoshc./nes was one
of
1. fear 2. anger 3. hate 4. joy
5. sorrow 18..
The trIr ac:-( ,ss (he!
tains was
lead 2 dangerous 3. dreary
4. easy S. rapid
18 The one who showed the way
across the Rocky Mountains was
1. Captain Lewis 2. Charbuneau
3. Sacejewee 4. Lieutenant Clark
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Whenever there was a hurt or a pAin among
the five little O'Toole's, whether it was
Michael or Dan or Sadie or Julia or Terry,
they always went to Granny. It was Granny,
too, who put them to sleep each night with a
beautiful fairy story. When Bridget, their
mother, scolded about Granny's hens scratch-
ing up her garden or eating her tomatoes,
Granny, with the slyest of winks, would say,
"But you like the dress which the egg money
bought." For breakfast Granny prepared
mush and milk for the O'Tooles and the hens
alike. When Terry, the oldest and Granny's
favorite, was eight, a school was opened in the
village but the children who went had to pay.
Dennis, Terry's father, told him, "Spade as
hard as I can, it's little enough we get to eat,
let alone the learning." One day as Terry was
coming home from the village with some nails
for a new chicken-coop he met the teacher.
When she asked him why he did not come to
school he burst into tears. When she asked
him, "Don't you keep hens at your home?"
"rerry said, "Granny does." "Well, bring me
an egg a day and you may come to school."
Terry went h. ime, sure of Granny's help; and
every day carried an egg to school, and learned
far more than its worth.
7
The telephone is made of many (Efferent
things. The wires are made of gold, silver and
platinum melted together. The receiver case
is made of rubber. The part into which you
speak, called the transmitter, contains alumi-
num, mica, nickel, coal and a paper made from
linen. Iron, copper, tin and zinc are used on
the inside of the receiver, the part you hold
to your ear. Shellac is used in making the
mouth-piece.
8
Nearly every insect lives through four
stages in its life. The first stage is the egg.
The second is the larva stage. In this stage
sonic insects are grubs, some are maggots and
some are caterpillars. The larva eats leaves,
grains and vegetables. causing great loss to
farmers. During the third or pupa stage the
19. Terry cried when he met the
teacher because he
1. couldn't go to school 2. had to work
; been caught)*
4.. was afraid of strangers
5. did not want to go to school
£0. What kind of a boy was Terry
1. lazy 2. mischievous 3. bad
4. sullen 5. industrious
21. What did Granny do with her egg
money
1. saved it all 2. spent it for herself
3. bought things for others
4. gave it away 5. spent it foolishly 21.
For breakfast the chickens had
1. corn 2. wheat 3. worms
4. mush and milk 5. eggs
f0. . _
13- When Granny's hens ate Bridget's
tomatoes it made her
1. happy 2. angry 3. fearful 4. sad
5. cheerful
7
£4. Paragraph 7 is mainly about
1. metals 2. telephone wires
3. making the telephone
4. parts of the telephone
5. what telephones are made of 24.
15- Which of Ciese is used in making
the transmitter?
1. coal 2. silver 3. rubber 4. zinc
5. shellac 25. 
16. Which of these i ised in making
the receiver?
1. gold 2. nickel 3. tin 4. linen 5. mica 6.
27. Copper is used in making the
1. wires 2. transmitter 3. receiver case
4. receiver 5. mouth-p:ece 27.
8
18. The cocoon is found when an
insect is a
1. maggot 2. pupa 3. larva 4. grub
5. adult 2S.
19. Most damage by insects is done
when they
1. are larvae 2. have wings
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snsect is usually resting or sleeping and often
rs inside a cocoon. The pupa is sometimes
<called a chrysalis. The last is the adult stage,
ta'hen the insect is full grown, has wings andys eggs. Grasshoppers, bees, ants and mos-
tquitoes are adult insects.
1 
II
At the time Ansgar arrived in Sweden in the
!ninth century iron was in universal use in therountry and had been so since the fifth century
!before Christ. It was during this period, the
iron Age, that the inhabitants of Sweden first
tbecame acquainted with brass, silver, lead and
lzlass, as well as iron. As works of iron could
hot, like those of bronze, be produced only byt .
+casting, the smith's craft came to have fari
tgreater significance during this age. Prior to
ithe Iron Age there was another period, the
Bronze Age, when the use of iron was alto-
ether unknown. Weapons and tools were
ithen made of bronze-a mixture of copper and
Ain. Gold was the only other metal known dur-
ing this period, which continued from about
.the 15th century B. C. to the fifth century B. C.
tPrevious to the Bronze Age the people of
Sweden were in complete ignorance of the use
of any metals. They were compelled to make
their weapons and implements of such mate-
rials as stone, horn, bone, and woody This
:period is recognized as the Stone Age..
1 _
IA
When Bamboo was brought to live in the
;Zoo, five years ago, he 'was just a baby. One
of the principal difficulties in keeping a gorilla
-alive in captivity is homesickness and loneli-
ness. Iso keep him company Lizzie was shipped
with him from Africa. They became great
_playmates and are great playfellows today, al-
though Bamboo is growing rapidly toward the
-stage in a gorilla's life where he turns brutally
.savage. A couple of times a young ape has been
'placed in the cage with them. Bamboo treated
:the newcomer like a long-lost brother-some-
•one to wrestle about with. Lizzie, however, is
changed into a biting, tearing, punching little
-demon until the stranger is removed.
. Agt t
•
• ,••••• • .
• •• •
30. Eggs are laid by
1. maggots- 2. Tubs 3. pupae
4. cocoons . .5. mosquitoes
51.,Eggs are kid by -
Losiorpaiags 2.5
1. eiryealia 4. pupae S. larvae
11
3111- Paragraph I is malady about
1. Anagaor's arrival in Sweden
2. hes Age is Swedes
3. instals used is Sweeint at different
periods
4. weaponi used in different ages
S. what banana is made of
30
31
35. Which of these came into use
during the Iron Age?
1. bronze 2- gc4d 3.bras 4. horn
c*PPer 33
34. 5,000 years ago the people of
Sweden made their tools of
1. bronze 2. slims 3. copper
4. ircia S. Wass
35. Which of these came into use
during the Bronze Age?
i. silver 2- brags 3. hone 4. glass
S. gold
a
36. Articles of iron were made by
casting and also by
1. baking 2. cutting 3. hammering
4. heating and hammering
S. pressing into shape
20
7. Parag-raph III is mainly ibotet
1. Bamboo red Lizzie 2. an ape
3. Bamboo I. tizzies fighting
5. a zoo
3R When a newcomer is put in the
cage, Lizzie becomes
I. friendly 2. *loos 2. cowardly
4. sorrowful S. afraid
39- Gorillas require
1. much care 2 lure quantities of food
3. freedom 4. much exercise
5. companionship
40 \Vben abcut fivr. 4 ::
ust:ally
1. become denrerous 2 become homesick
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GEOGRAPHY
Directions: Read these two sentences carefully
A. Furs are a product of 1. fishing 2. hunting 3.1umbaring 4. manufacturing 5. mining A. 2
B. The animal of the desert that can go the longest time without water i. the
1. horse 2. cow 3 goat 4. sheep 5. camel - - - - - - -B
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is hunting, so a line is drawn under hunting, and the
number in front of it, 2, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as in the samples
above.
1. The Eskimos pull their sledges over the snow by means of 1. horses 2 oxen 3. yaks
4. reindeer 5. dogs - - - - - _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _
2. The capital of the United States is 1. New York City 2. Chicago 3. Philadelphia
4 Washington 5. Baltimore - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
3. Rice as a food is very important in 1. China 2. France 3. Great Britain 4. Canada
5. Australia - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.
4. The United States has 1.40 states 2. 44 states 3. 48 .itates 4. 52 states 5. 36 states 4.
5. -Which one of these is an ocean? 1. Europe 2. Atlantic 3. Mississippi 4. Rockies
5. Philippines - - - _ 5.
1.
6. Loosening the soil to kill weeds and retain moisture in it is called 1. transportation
2. migration 3. cultivation 4. evolution 5. erosion - - - - - - - - 6.
7. Which one of these is a continent? 1. Amazon 2. Pacific 3. Alps 4. Africa 5. Japan 7.
8. Which one of these countries is in North America? I. France 2. Canada 3. China
4. Brazil 5. Russia - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
_ _ 8.
9. Which one of these cities is in the United States? I. Montreal 2. Paris 3. Berlin
4. Rome 5. San Francisco - - - - - - - - - - _ _ 
9.
10. Which one of these is likely to be more nearly level? 1. plain 2. plateau
3. mountain range 4. valley 5. mountain peak - - - - - - 
_ 10.
11- In which of these industries is corn mainly used? 1. transportation 2 manufacturing
3. building 4. farming 5. hunting _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11.
12. Raisins are dried i. plums 2. cherries 3. grapes 4. blackberries 5. loganbemes
13. The smallest of the continents is 1 North America 2. South America 3 Europe
4. Africa 5. Australia - - - - - - - - - -
14. The natives of Central Africa value elephants chiefly for 1. ivory tusks 2. milk
3. meat 4. work in farming 5. strength in helping to fight off attacks - - -
15. The ocean that is around the North Pole is called the 1. Atlantic 2. Arctic
3. pacific 4. Antarctic 5. Indian - - - -
16. The body of water that lies between North America and Europe is the
1. Indian Ocean 2. Arctic Ocean 3. Atlantic Ocean 4. Pacific Ocean 5 Antarctic Ocean
17- The most important fruit that we get from the Hawaiian Islands is I. grapefruit
2. pineapples 3. oranges 4. lemons 5. bananas - - - - - - 
_ _ _ 17.
IS. Skins are tanned in order to make 1. belts 2. shoes 3 coats 4. seat covers 5 leather 18-
19. The greatest fruit state of the United States is i Washington 2 California
3. Oregon 4. Utah 5. New York - - - - - - - - 
19.
20. The nomads of the Arabian Desert live in I. houses of wood 2 houses of stone
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21. Mutton is obtained from 1. hogs 2. cattle 3. sheep 4. poultry 5. reindeer - - - 21.
22. Shoes are generally made from the hides or skins of 1. hors,* 2. cattle 3. sheep: 4. goats 5. hogs - - - - - - .0 MID ./M• . 
.. '. 22.1 23. The solid part that is left after gas is driven out of coal is called 1. herd coals
i 2. soft coal 3. peat 4. charcoal 5. coke - - 28.
. 24. The most useful tree of Japan is 1. oak 2. hickory 3. pine 4. bamboo 5. cedar 24.I
t 25. Wheat is used mostly for 1. feeding human beings 7. feeding cattle 3. feeding sheep4. feeding poultry 5. feeding hogs - - - - - - 2.5.
26. The finest fur coats and scarfs are made of 1. mink skzns 2. beaver skins 3. martenskins 4. seal skins 5. foe - - - - - - 26.
27. The first man to sail around the world was named 1. kf.ageilen 2. Drake
3. Columbus 4. Pizarro 5. Cook - - - 27.
I 28. The fat of the hog is called I. tallow 2. gristle 3. oil 4. margarine S. lard - 28.
29. Most ot the buildings of large cities are made of 1. wood 2 stone 3. bricks
4. concrete 5. sheet iron - - - 29.
! 30. The chief source of power in Norway is 1. coal 2. water 3 oil 4. wood 5 natural gas 30.
31. The chief kind of live stock kept by the Lapps is 1. cattle 2. sheep 3. llamas 4 yaks
5. reindeer - - - - - _
32. The Netherlands is known for its 1. high mountains 2. many takes 3 rolling plains
4. land below saa level 5. large forests , - -
31
32.
33. The machine which makes cloth out of cotton fibre is called a 1 bobbin 2 shuttle3. loom 4. spindle 5. spinning jenny - 33.
34. The leading seaport of Central China is 1. Shanghai 2. Nanking 3 Foochow4.Hankosv 5. Tientsin - - 34,
35. Sand dunes are 1. oases 2. hills 3. shallow lakes 4. dry valleys 5. pLains - 35.
36. In the central and southern parts of China the chief food of the people is I. wheatacorn '.rice 4. bananas 5. manioc - - - - - - - -
37. The Congo Basin of Central Africa is I hot and dry 2 hat and wet 3 cool and dry4. cool and wet Scald and dry - - - 87.
36. 
38. The hardest kind of rock we have is 1 marble 2 limestone .1 sandstone 4 giRnite5. shale - - -
39. Most of the white people in the Belgian Congo are engaged in
2. farming 3. hunting and trapping 4. mining 5. lumbering -
1 trading
40. The white man in the high Andes of South America is engaged in 1. manufacturing2. binning 3. lumbering 4. farming 5. - - - - - - 40.
Numtoer right
.;tographr lest. Look over your sere
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Directions: Read these two sentences carefully.
A. Cinderella's sisters were i.kind 2. loving 3. sellLsh 4. helpfal 5. fair - A. 3_B. Which one ,f these stories is about some tigers? 1 Black Beauty2. Brother Fox's Tar Baby 3. Bell of Atri 4. Snow-White and Rose-Red5. Little Black Sambo - - 
B.  
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answeris right. In the first sentence the right answer is selfish, so a line is drawn underselfish, and the number in front of it, 3, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a lineunder it and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just asin the samples above.
1. In the story of "Hensel and Gretel," the old witch 1. became afraid 2. ran away3. was pushed into the oven 4. made gingerbread of Gretel 5. set Hensel free -
9. In the story of "Little Black Sambo,- his new clothes were taken by some1. tigers 2. boys 3. tramps 4. witches 5. bears - - - -3. Which one of these stories is about a witch 1. Cinderella 2. Reynard the Fox3. Snow-White and Rose-Red 4. Beauty and the Beast 5. Hensel and Gretel -4. In the story of "The Elves and the shoemaker," the little elves 1 stole the shoes2. made the shoes 3. sold the shoes 4 hid the shoes 5. played with the shoes -5. In the story of "Jack and the Beanstalk," Jack traded his mother's cow for1. a hen 2. some eggs 3. a bag of gold 4. some beans 5. some meat - - 5.
6. In the story of "Little Black Sambo," Little Mack Sambo got his new cl thes back be-cause the tigers became 1. playful 2. jealous :3. afraid t hungry 5 sorry -7. In the story of "Sleeping Beauty," the princess I died 2 was killed3. went to sleep for 100 years 4. never married 5. ran away 78. William Tell sAas required by the Tyrant Gessler to shoot an apple from1. a tree 2. a pole 3. his horse's back 4. a far-away rock 5. his son's head -9. In "Paul Revere's Ride," Paul Revere rode to warn the people of 1. a British attack2. an Indian uprising 3. a coming storm 4. a flood 5. a band of robbers - - g.10. Which of these stories is about a rabhi:? I Black Beauty2. Snow-White and Rose-Red 3. Bell of Atri 4 Brother Fox's Tar Baby5. Little Black Sambo - - 
- 10
11. Nokomis is told about in 1. Arabian Nights 2. Just So Stories 3. Hiawatha4. Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 5 Miles Standish - - - - - - 11.12. Robinson Crusoe was 1 lost on the ocean 2 shipwrecked on an island3. lost in a desert 4. left by his sailors 5. seized by bandits - - - - 1213. Robin Hood was 1. a fairy 2. a witch 3. a prince 4 a viking 7). an outlaw - l.
14. Which one of these is a picture of Indian life? 1 Hiawatha 2 Evangeline3. Vision of Sir Launfal 4. Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table 5 Snowbound - 14.
is. Friday is told atout in Swiss Family Robinson 2. We are Seven 3 Arabian Nights4 Robinson Crusoe 5. Just So Stories - - - _
16. In "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," the pied piper was followed by 1. cats 2 dogs3 rats 4. birds 5. snakes - - .
17. Which of these k a poem? 1 Cinderella 2 Children's Hour 3. Three Bears4. Goody Two Shoes 5. The Elves and the Shoemaker - . 17
1,3. "The Landing of the Pilgrims" tells us that the Pilgrims landed
1. at the mouth of a river 2. on a broad sloping beach 3. on a beautiful summer day4. on a rocky coast 5. in a blizzard - - - . is.
19. In the story of "Reynard the Fox." Bruin was caught by the F's I. trickery2. faster running 3. ldndness 4 greater strength 5 honesty - - 19.20. Robin Hood became 1. a knight 2 a king 3 a crusader 4 a forester
5. an outlaw • • • • • - 20.
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21. Stories of boys' adventures were written by L Joel Chad 3er Harris ;IL nark Twigs3. Ernest Thompson-Raton 4_ Edgar Allen Poe 5. Bret Rant. - - - -
I 22. "The Children's Hour" was written by--•-• i. Sndysed Hng_. -2. Reber' Lai SUWON W= 3. Henry . Lesegfellow 4. Janes W. Whey5. Joha G. Wher 
- ;.., .  - -it 23. The Village Blacksmith bled to 1. waader io the weeds . 1. arras with his neighbors: 3. listen to the birds 1. Lem his daughter slag ia.. shards -.& sheet wild unseals -t M. In "Paul Revere's Ride," Paul Revere knew what the -Briiisit were doing from
1 Z. 
a rosseeiL li 
2. The Great Stone Face
a church tower ver I.indite-h. lies mind el OrnilliON
In the poem, "My Bed is a Boat," the sailor is a 1.. leatier 2_ toy 3. fairy 4. doll- - - - - -
. Indian characters are prominent in 1. House of Seven Gables
5. little sidle -
3. Deerslayer 4. Legend of Siomy Hollow 5_ Ivanhoe - - -  -
-
W 
ghts in 2_ a . 
I 27. The Bell of Atri was to be rung when 1 time was a be 2. the king was =ming3. robbers were en the way 4. a wroiqr had barm these 5. there was a inerry•anakiag • 27."Anne of Green Gables" was L Sickly 2. an orphan 3. wealth:- 4. had-riannered5. bad tempered - _ _ _ .. . .. _-.
29. Robert Louis Stevenson w-rote 1. The Barefoot Bey 2. Mend Keller, 3. Paul Revere 's Bide 4. Children's Roux 5. My Shadow and I;
i 30. In the story of "Narcissus," Narcissus was a 1. Soy 2. girl 3 star 4. sower5. fairy -
3L In the -Wreck oi the Hesperus," the captain 1. sank the ship 2_ saved his ship3. thought his ship was weak 4. from to death at the wheel5. gave up trying to save his ship -
32. "Evangeline" tells about 1. scattering a settlement 2. as Indian attack3. an exploring party 4. a glair wreck 5. a hunsiag party . -
33. In the story of "Beauty and the Beasti" Beauty at first 1. hated the Beast2. 'loomed him 3. feared him 4 . was asaisped by him 5. loved kin -
34. In "The Brook," the brook goes b mountain fortresses 2. old castles3. rich men's homes 4. great cathedrals 5 helds and small towns - -









36. In the story of "Philemon and Baucis," (he two old people who had befriended thegods when given their wish, desired 1. a wises 2. great wealth 3. to elm toirstlisr4. to live farmer 5rsMthelaad - • - -
37. In the story, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," Rebecca was sent through school byI. Adam Ladd 2. Ilhaily Max-well 3. bar 111101111T 4. Lunt lairanda D. limit Jerry
38. Life on the ocean as written ibout by 1.. Dana 2. Cooper irring 4. Scott5. Dickens - - . •
39 \Vhich one of thee wrote stories about Indians? 1. Washington Imng
2 James Fenimore Cooper 3. Joel Chandler Harris • 4. Mark
5 Ernest Thompson-SOAP • -
40 N.Thittier was a Scotch poet Itachelo pest 3 an Begtaab novelist





ELEMENTARY SCIENCE -• t
Directions: Read these two sentenL arefully.
A The sun rises in the 1. evening 2 west 3. south 4. morning 5. north 
- - . - A. 4......
B. Wood comes from 1. lake
s 1 trees 3 mines 4. river "oeds 5. plants
You see that there are fire possible answers in each sentence. Only one -inswer is right
In the first sentence the right answer is morning, so a line is drawn under morning, and the
number in front of it, 4, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a li
ne under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just 
as in the samples
above.
- B. 
1. An oak is a 1. bee 2. flower 3. bird 4. tree 5. fish -
2. A robin is a 1. tree 2. bird 3. flower 4. bee 5. fish 2. 
3. Plants cannot grow without 1. shade 2. cold weather 3. water 4. wind 5. snow 
3. 
4. Bees get honey from 1. leaves 2. nuts 3. see
ds 4. berries 5. flowers 4. 
5. Silver comes from 1. mines 2. animals 3. plants 4. trees 5 wells
6. A tree from which we get sugar is the 1. pine 




7. A wren is a 1. tree 2. bird 3. flower 4. bee 5. fish 
7. 
8. Cabbage is a kind of I. grain 2. rock 3. fruit 4. vege
table 5. coal 8. 
9. Cotton comes from 1. plants 2. animals 3. mines 4. trees 
5. wells - 9. 
10. A tree from which we get nuts is the 1. box-elder 2. cotto
nwood 3. hickory 4. elm
5. maple 
- 10. 
11. Pasteurized milk has been heated to 1. change the taste 
2. cook it 3. change it to
cream 4 get the cream out of it 5 kill microbes -
12. Leafy vegetables should be eaten because they are 1. easily prepar
ed 2. contain
vitamins 3. are cheap 4. taste good 5. look attractive - -
 - 12. 
13. A snail is protected by 1. feathers 2. bark 3. a
 shell 4. hair 5. scales - - 13. ....... 
14. A drink that is not good for children is I. milk 




15. An example of an evergreen tree is the 1. Dougl
as fir 2. elm 3. maple 4. oak
5. chettnut - 
- 15'.
16. A food that contains much fat is 
1. white bread 2. potatoes 3. butter 4. celery
5. spinach 
- - - - 16..
17. Salt comes from 1. mines 2. animals. 3. plants
 4. trees 5. grains - - 17. .
18. When something made of wool gets
 wet for the first time it
2. falls to pieces 3. stretches easily 4. gets smaller 
5. turns black
1 loses its color
18 
19. Vitamins are found in lair 2 food 3 water 4. 
sunshine 5. clothing 19. 
20. Oranges come from I. plants 2. vines 3. b
ushes 4. shrubs 5. trees
Continued on next paye
20. 
'171.
21. Clouds are largely made up of I. dirt 2. moisture 3. impure air 4. star dust 5. wind 21.
22- One should always eat 1. rapidly 2. too nisch 3. whenever hungry 4. slowly 5. only
once a day




A bird that usually builds its nest on the ground or in low bushes is the 1. robin
2. swallow 3. meadow-Lark 4. wren 5. bkiebird - 24.
25- Butterfly eggs hatch into I. caterpillars 2. little butterflies 3. warrna 4. meths
5. nymphs - 25.
26. Toads and frogs are helpful in I loosening sail 2 killing weeds 3. eating Ivied seeds
4 killing insects 5. catching mice - - - - -
27. A tree from which we get turpentine is the 1. pine 2. hickory 3. cottoweioed 4_ el=
5. maple - - -
28- Water may be purified by I. keeping it warm 2. keeping it cool 3. boiling 4. adding
alum 5. adding iodine -
29. Yeast is used in bread to 1. make it taste better 2. make it light 3. make it compact
4. make it bake 5. keep it moist
80. Hard water means l cold water 2. frozen water 3. impure water 4. distilled water




31. Degrees are used in measuring 1. temperature 2. light 3. electricity 4. energy S. weight 31. 
32. A flower that grows best in the shady woods is the 1. buttercup 2. daisy 3. miter
4. bloodroot 5. poppy - -32. 
33- A bird that fishes for its food is I bluejay 2. heron 3. kinglet 4. woodpecker
5. sandpiper - _ _ 33 
34- Which one of these is the largest? I earth 2 Mars 3. moon 4. Jupiter 5. sun - 34. 
35. An animal helpful to man is the I. rat 2 rattlesnake 3 toad 4. gopher 5. field 35.
*Z6- Trillium is a kind of I. cloud 2. spring •Hower 3. waterfowl 4. crystal 5. grass - 36 
37. As one gots nearer the top of a high mountain the air beconles 1. denser 2. warmer
3. heavier 4. lighter 5. dryer - - - 37.
38. The x•stem to which the arteries belong is the 1. circulatory 2. digestive 3. ex-
cretory 4. respiratory 5. nervous 38 
39. An insect beneficial to man is the I tent-caterpillar 2. mosquito .3. house fly
4 grasshopper 5 lady bug - • 39.
40. Of t hese birds the one found in largest numbers in the United States is the
i bobolink 2 humming bird 3 swallow 4. bluebird - 5. ineadew-lark - 40. .
Number Right 
• ,t ei •! it, tr It •
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A.
B.
Directions: Read these two sentences carefully.
The ship in which the Pilgrims sailed to America was the
2. Mayflower 3. Ark 4. Golden Hind 5. Constant
1. Victoria
The home of the President of the United States is called the I. Mariam
2. Palace of Justice 3. Capitol 4. White House 5. State House -
You see that there are five possible answers in each sentence. Only one answer is right.
In the first sentence the right answer is Mayflower, so a line is drawn under Mayflower, and
the number in front of it, 2, is put at the end of the line.
Now look at the second sentence above and listen to the next directions.
In each of the following sentences you are to find the right answer, draw a line under it
and then put the number that is in front of it at the end of the line, just as in the samples
above.
- A. 2.. .
B. 
1. Washington's home was named I. The Hermitage 2. The Oaks 3. Arlington
4. Mount Vernon 5. Monticello
2. Columbus called the natives of the land which he discovered 1. Aztecs
2. Borinquens 3. Indians 4. Arabs 5. Negroes - - - - - - - _ _
3. Columbus' largest ship was the 1. Santa Maria 2. Armada 3. Clermont 4. Victoria
5. Griffin . - -
4. The Northmen were also called 1. Arabs 2. Huns 3. Anglo-Sazons 4. Cossacks
5. Vikings - . _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . _
 _ _ _
5. Early sailors called the Atlantic Ocean the 1. South Sea 2. Sea of Darkness
3. China Sea 4. Mediterranean Sea 5. peaceful ocean - ; - 
. 5. 
6. The man who invented the cotton gin was 1. Edmund Cartwright 2. Elias Howe
3. Eli Whitney 4. James Hargreaves 5. James Watt - - - - 6. 
7. North and South America were called the I. Far East 2. Orient 3. Spanish Empire
4. Old World 5. New World - 7. 
8. Telegraphing across the ocean was first made possible by means of
I. the e.:13marine 2. the Atlantic Cable 3. conduits 4. the S. S. Savannah 5. tunnels 8. 
9- The building in which the Declaration of Independence was signed is now called
1. Congress Hall 2. Faneuil Hall 3. Old South Church 4. Independence Hall
S. Carpenter's Hall - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9.
10. The man who invented the telephone was 1. Alexander Graham Bell 2. Marconi
3. Thomas A. Edison 4. Samuel F. B. Morse 5. Theodore N. Vail - - - - 10 
4. 
11. The chief purpose of the Puritans was to secure for themselves
1. control of trade in America 2. the land along the Ohio 3. wealth and power
4. freedom of religion 5. the payment of debts - - - - - - - - - 11. 
12. The Northman who is said to have discovered America was 1. Columbus
2. Leif Erickson 3. Eric the Red 4. Rollo 5. Harold Fairhair - - - - . 12. 
13. A traveler whose stories made people eager to go to the Far East was
1. Cortez 2. Kublai Khan 3. Charlemagne 4. Ferdinand 5. Marco Polo - - - 13.
14. The largest town in the Dutch colony along the Hudson River was
1. Amsterdam 2. Schenectady 3. New Amsterdam 4. Fort Orange 5. Albany - - 14. .
15. The chief food raised by all the English colonists was 1. Indian corn 2. rye
3. potatoes 4. rice 5. wheat - .. - . ••• a. .m. ••• Mr . 15. 
16. The alphabet for sending messages by telegraph is called the
I. broadcasting system 2. S 0 S call 3. secret code 4. Morse Code 5. Arabic notation 16. 
17. Which one of these nations tried to get a part of the New World? I. Belgium
2. France 3. Italy 4. Turkey 5. India - - - - - - - - - - - V. 
is. In colonial days letters were sent by 1. Indian runners 2. highwaymen 3. postriders
. 4. railroads 5. airmail - - - - - - - - - 18. 
19. The most fighting in the World War took place on the I. Atlantic Ocean
2. Asiatic Front 3. Eastern Front 4. Southern Front 5. Western Front .B 0 . 19.
20. At the time of the Civil War people could travel in which of these ways?
I. railroads 2 electric cars 3. automobiles 4. airplanes 5 submarines - - - - 20.
•
CGntinue on next paye
•
21. An invention which helped men to find out what was happening in the world
was the 1. making of sailing charts 2. pope's line of demarcation 3. use of the astrolabe4. invention of the compass 5. invention of printing - - • - - 21....
22. The Spanish Armada w-as 1. the treasure fleet 2. the Issons;sidaire laws were made for
5. a great Spaniah fleet sent against England
the cailocaes .1 a great ensi against the Moors 4_ the.:anniess.._  of South America
23. The second struggle for independence lasted from 1.1145-1141 2. 1112-1814
3. 1861-11116S 4. 1776-1783 5. 1830-1830 -  - - - - - - • -
34. The country claimed by the French along the "St. Lawrence River .was called •1. 1..onisiana 2. Starlacone I New France 4. Nova Scotia 5. - - 24- -
'I.--; •25. Rhode Island was founded by L Roger Williston 2_ Thome 3.The Quakers4. Ezekiel Cheever 5. Cotton Mather - - - - -- .
-
VI. When the United States began to manufacture more goods than it could use it
had to 1 burn the surplus 2. shut its doors to foreigners_ ;;=3. stop manufacturing4. find new markets Spay lower wages than Europe paid • - - - - 26.
1 27. The French and the English in America knight to poise= the land .along the
1. Om= Trail 2. Wilderness Road 3. Columbia River 4. Missouri River 5. Ohio River 27.
28. Independence was declared by I. the Continents] array .2. the ecaronsander of the army
3. the Continental Congress 4. the county courts S the town-eneetings - - - 28.
29. When F-ance heard about the battle of Saratoga she
1. C"xicied to help the colonies openly 2. stopped sending men and *applies 3 decided tohelp Great Britain 4. called all her soldiers home 5. asked B -zein Franklin to visit France
80- The plan of the United States goverrimmt is described in the 1. aunt= of Liberties2. Constitution 3. Articles of Confederation 4. Mayflower Compact 5, Magna Charta -
31. The chief products which both the French and the English wanted to secure in
North America were 1. cattle and horses 2- gold and silver. -3. fisb imd hum4. grain and fruit 5. lumber and tar
32- One of the early attempts to get the colonies to work together was
1. the Shack nn treaty 2. the House of Burgesses .3. the free trade eheocy4. the Townsben- d Acts 5. Fianklin's plan of union - • -- -
33. A famods troop of soldiers in the Stanish-American wa,- was the
1. Mon), McGuire' 2. Rough Riders J. Night Riders 4. Black Human 5. Light Brigade
84- To protect its trade in the Mediterranean the United States carried on war with1. the Turks 2. Italian ces 3. Great Britain 4. Barbary Statacc3. the natives of India
85. Which of these means of communication was the FIRSTAO-come into general
use? 1: messenger 2. mail 3. wireless 4. telephone S. telegraph - -
-
36. The French built fort at the Forks of the Ohio called i.Fort,.Neevisity
2 Fort Nitgara 3. Fort Duquesne 4. Fort Ticonderoga S. Fart George -
37. The part r the slave-trade route which lay between Africa and the West Indies
was called the 1. underground railroad 2. Cruises coast 3. slave market 4. chain gang5. middle passage - - - - - - - - - . - 37.
38. Saving natural resources of all kinds is called I. convereatias 2. irrigution3. prospecting 4. conservation S. dry farming - - - - - - . .
39. The first great leader of the American Federation of Labor was







40. The first sla‘ es 'here brought to the English colonies in .• 1. 14119 7 1610 3 15214. 15811 5. 1643 • 10








Directions: Do each example as you come to it
Do LI Pixy ring l JSL..k tips,rs IBLet•w.
Write the .-ins:cers t the riyht sleie of this rage.
A newer
Each of three girls has 4 dolls. How many dolls have
they in all? 
1.
2. Tom had a 10-cent piece. He bought candy for 4 cents.
;How much money had he left?
3. What is the sum of 4 and 5?
Harry read 93 pages in his library book yesterday and
86 pages today. How many pages did he read in his
library book in the two days?
If cream costs 240 a quart, what must Mrs. Smith pay
for 4 quarts?
6. Harry is 16 years old. His father is 44. How many years
older than itarry is his father?
7. Harry had 137 marbles in all. 94 of them were small.
How many of them were large?
Boyd had 72 marbles. He gave his brother 35 of them.
How many marbles did Boyd still have?
. How much less than a quarter is 18 cents?
John has 46 rabbits. Peter has 19 rabbits. How many
more than Peter has John?
What is the difference between 4 and 9?









Continue ois wit rage
• • • •,Litt.111:„Zr: f
7 dri Its ̂
• Grace's new coat cost $8.56, her shoes cost $4.95, and
her hat $3.67. How much din they all cost?
Eight plus 3 equals how much?
Fred has 65 chickens and Will has 124. How many . •
more chickens than Fred has Will?
6. How many valentines at 3 cents each can you buy for
90 cents?
Helen's journey was 2,500 miles in alt After she had
gone 1,869 miles, how much farther had she to trave4?
18. Alice paid 98¢ for two pounds of butter. What was the
price of one pound?
• It took a railroad train 12 hours to make a trip of 372
miles. What was the average speed of the train an hour?
Ruth earns 450 each week. Her littIe sister earns only
1-6 as much. How much does her little sister earn?
Harry's father drove 160 miles in his automobile in
5 hours. How many miles was this an hour?
A grocer put 4 gallons of vinegar into quart bottles.
How many bottics did he use?
If silk is marked at $2.96 a yard, how much must you
pay for 1.4- )7arc17
Harriet bought 1/3 of a yard of ribbon to trim a hat.
How many Tik.- hes of 'ribbon did she buy?
Farmer Jackson received $42.75 for 9 barrels of apples.
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ARITHMETIC -FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONS
)zrections: Do each example as you come to It. Illustration: /. Subtract
Do your figurtng on thts paper.
Use additional blank paper of your own
for figuring if necessary.






Subtract 2. Subtract 3. Multiply 4. Divide 5. .1(14
46 658 601 42 ÷ 7 --,---- 13
-25 - 1 0 1 X 5 21
+42
Subtract 7. Divide 8. Subtract 9. Add 10. .11 ultiply 6.
$ .68 4 ) 96 7956 0 $ .75 7.
- 49 -7949 +8 X 8 8.
Divide I. Subtract







drld 17. Multiply 18. Subtract 19. Divide O. Multiply
18 36 4000 35 ) 4 2 5 $ 15.20




- 6 9 9 5
ft. Divide 23. Divide 24
16)912 4)3923
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ENGLISH-CAPITALIZATION
Direetzons: Read the following sentences:
1. we are going to boston.
2. the dog's name is shep.
We are going to Boon. The "w" in We and the "b" in Boston are underlined because they should
be changed to capital letters. Look at the next sentence. What letters should be changed to capital letters
to make the sentence correct? Yes, the "t" in The and the "s" in Shep should be changed. Draw lines
under these letters. Read carefully each sentence which follows. Underline all letters which should be
changed to capital letters. Underline only the letters; not the whole word. Many sentences or groups of
words, contain more than one word that should be capitalized. Be sure to underline .1/1 the letters which
should be capitals.
I. may i come?
2. my birthday is saturday, september 20.
3. we do not go to school on saturday.
4. she lives on michigan boulevard in chicago, illinois.
5. cotton is manufactured in new england.
6. the italian boy came from rome.
7. fourth avenue is very beautifully decorated.
& the lilies should be in bloom by easter.
9. the revolutionary war was fought with the english.
10. the american people are ambitious.
II. the tramp asked, "where is your pump?"
12. sinc...rely yours,
13. the source of the mississippi river is at itasca.
14. we have turkey at thanksgiving, goose at christmas, and eggs at easter.
15. that is a spanish shawl.
16. she attended george peabody teachers college.
17. mr. austin said, "yes, mary has gone to europe."
18. the fourth of july is commonly known as independence day.
19. superintendent webster was succeeded by mr. carroli r. reed who is now superin-
tendent of schools.
20. she asked, "why don't you wait until easter vacation?"
21. the soldiers of the south met the soldiers of the north on the field of bull run.
22. she went east to school.
23. the national tuberculosis association sells christmas seals to promote health.
24. william leanings bryan was the choice of the democratic party.
25. we celebrate St. valentine's day in february.
26. he is reading "an elegy written in a country churchyard."
27. the grand army of the republic is rapidly decreasing in number.
28. the breton pilot saved the french fleet from being captured by the english.
29. we next visited holland, which is called the land of dykes.
30. i stood in venice, on the bridge of sighs.
Number right 
Continue on ne.st rage
ENGLISH -N N (TV Alto
Directions: Read the following sentences:
1. The wind is cold today
2. Does he come from Chicago Illinois
The sentences are not punctuated. What mark shoutd be placed ti the cod of the first saitence? Aperiod is right. Put it in. \\ hat marks should be used m the second sentence to make it correctPut them in. Read each sentence which follows carefully. Put in all marks of punctuation mach as periods.commas, question marks, etc., which are needed to make the .entences eon-ert. Tbe words following eachnumber are to be punctuated as one sentence.
1. These chairs are too small
2. There will be a fire drill
3. This is a nice building
4. Look out
5. He belongs to Robert
6. Where is Fred
7. Harry broke his pencil
8. De-_ the abbreviation for December
9. Do you know them
M. Yours truly
11. We had apples oranges and grapes at the picnic
17. My uncle lives in Racine Wisconsin
13. Silk is shipped to Seattle Washington
14. John Fred and Helen divided the camly
15. We may go on a picnic said Pauline
16. School opened Sept 2
17. No I cannot come
18. He doesnt live in this city
19. Dr R C Bell is going to Dallas Texas
20. 1 bought hose handkerchiefs and perfume yesterday
21. Dont touch that wire
22. Its our d•ity to inform him
23. Dear Mr Hanson
24. The ladys dress and the mans coat are blue
25. She stays at my uncles house
26. The mens hats were scattered about the floor
27. You may tell them said Robert whatever you please
28. Mr Smiths house burned last night
29. His words were as follows




Directions: Read the following sentences: are
I. They j,8' here.
2. It is are dog.
3. I saw him yesterday.
They is here, Is is placed in black face type le it is the word we must de(ide about. Is is not
the correct word to use; therefore we have crossed it out and written the right word, are, above. Read
the second seutence. Are is placed in black face type to show us that it is the word we must decide
about. It makes the sentence wrong. Cross out are and write the correct word above. What should it
be? Our is correct. Write it abo.e. Read the third sentence. What word must we decide about? Yes,
saw is the word. Is it correct? Yes, it is. Leave the sentence just as it is because it is correct.
Cross out words in black face type which are not correct and write the correct word above. Leave
words in black face type which are correct just as they are.
1. Them shoes are mine.
2. He has took my skates.
8. Who done that so well?
4. You have done very fine work.
5. See if there is any good books to read.
6. She was about to lay down.
7. You can come with us.
8. He has two many packages.
9. Neither of the boys liked his work.
10. Neither the boys nor girls misbehaved.
11. She knew whether there was any pencils.
12. He don't seem to understand.
13. We arrived to late to celebrate.
14- They declared their leader to be he.
15. The most attentive people at the debate were him and his mother.
16. Whom did you think tailed?
17. Give it to John or
18. You are awfully kind-
19. who (lid they say came?
20. He said, "It was him -
91
21. This food smells badly .
22. Ile hates being taunted.
23. I have rode on a merry-go-round.
24. The number of men and women attending are increasing.
25. They laughed at us falling.
26. The father, as well as his four sons, were hurt.
27. Thei e goes the men.
28. They let no one beside the teacher help.
29. The cat takes care of it's kittens.
30. His audience were the parents.
Number right
